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N AN ASSEMBLY LINE, COOKIE CUTTER,
READY TO AIR WORLD,
PARAGON OFFERS YOU SOMETHING BETTER:
Research that is custom designed for your
station, your duopoly, your multiopoly. We can
help you find a franchise format or a strategic
niche, improve your ratings, or strengthen
your leadership.
No preconceptions. No agenda. Just tons of
experience and all the right tools, from the people
that radio stations have come to trust
most. To learn what we can do for you,
call Michael Henderson at ( 303) 922-5600.

•Perceptual Studies • Auditorium Music Tests • Call-Out
•Auditorium Format Analyses • Tracking Studies • Focus Groups

..a.bout•DADri the Digital Audio I
Jgelivèry system that's .ideâ4
for both Prodriditiorytil pf-eirf whether Live Assist 6r
Automates, small market or large

"In our pre-purchase
research, we found
that the most common
compliment paid to
competitive units was
that their technical
support staffs were
always there when the
system
- crashed. When
we talked with DAD
users, they hardly knew
anyone at ENCO since
their systems had never
gone down. That's the
kind of compliment I
was looking for!
DAD's segue editor
feature revolutionizes
automation. We
pre-program the
entire station, then
the talent previews and
customizes their breaks
to give us atotally live
feel. Plus, we simulcast
both stations and
DAD lets us easily
set up separate spot
schedules. It's major
market ready. and built
like it."
Philip Urso, GM
WDGE/WDGF,
Providence. RI

"We've had five DAD
workstations in action
for over ayear, and I
really don't know how
we could get along
without the system. It
allows all three of our
stations to present a
consistent on-air sound
and frees the talent to
concentrate more on
communicating with the
audience. We're still
finding new and
innovative ways of using
the system ayear later.
In my opinion, if you're
planning on automation,
you can't do it RIGHT
without ENCO!"
Chris Andree, Asst. PD
WWKL/WYMJ/WCMB.
Harrisburg. PA

"We're anews
programming provider
and deal with alarge
number of actualities
every day, so speed in
production and getting
it down the line are
paramount. DAD
allows us to bring
information in, and
seconds later it's ready
to go. The greatest
feature is the ease of
editing and file transfer
between our four
workstations. On-air
is abreeze."
Dane Wilt
Radio News Company,
Las Vegas, NV

NAB Booth
#1024

"Way cool. The
greatest thing about
DAD is that it acts
and thinks like acart
machine and doesn't
intimidate the talent.
We use touchscreens,
and the learning curve
is about 2-1/2 hours
before they're up
and running. From an
engineer's standpoint,
it's great because DAD
uses off-the-shelf
hardware, so maintenance is asnap."
J.R Rogers, Asst. CE
KSON/KIFM,
San Diego, CA

"The DAD system was
on the cutting edge of
systems we looked at,
and there was some
initial reluctance to
enter the digital arena.
After having the system
in-house for amon-th,
the entire production
and on-air staff felt like
they could never do
without it again. Now
our news staff has a
system of their own,
and we're getting a
third system for our
sister TV station."
Chuck Whitaker, PD
WSBT, South Bend, IN

Call your DAD dealer or ENCO
for complete information.

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.
ENCO America, 24555 Hallwood Court,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-ENCOSYS (362-6797)1 810-476-5711; Fax: 810-476-5712
Web Site: http://www.enco.com
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Radio 'nk Mission Statement For Readers:
Radio Ink is a positive Radio industry
resourcn designed to continually educate
readers by providing fresh, stimulating and
actionable ideas in marketing, sales and programming along with refreshers on the
basics. Zontent is loo percent related to
Radio, cpick-to-read, with anobias editorial
balance, giving equal emphasis to all formats, market sizes and geographic regions.
All editocial material is geared toward building the success of our readers, their stations
and the Radio industry overall.
Radio Ink Mission Statement For Advertisers:
Radio InF provides an upbeat, first-class,
pro Radia environment for advertisers
wishing tp associate their product with
positivism, productivity and quality. Radio
Ink strive; to provide enhanced results
and addea value by offering strong, widespread, byal readership of industry
decision makers. We make our customers
our most important asset by providing services which focus on their needs.

To Subscribe or for
Classified/Resource
Directory Information Call:
1-80o-610-5771 or 561-655-8778
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Maestro is the heart and the brain of the digitally
integrated radio station. All operations, from
commercials...to music...to announcer text...to upto-the-minute scheduling information, are at your
fingertips. Maestro brings all your digital operations
together into one, easy-to-use command center
and is your key to accessing CD quality audio
directly from hard disk.
And when you choose Maestro, or any product from
Computer Concepts, you're buying from acompany
with industry leading technology and worldwide
radio experience. Computer Concepts has been
developing software applications and manufacturing computer-based products for radio since 1974.
Our comprehensive understanding of radio broadcasting, plus exceptional customer service, set
Computer Concepts apart from other suppliers.
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Discover how Maestro from Computer Concepts
can bring excellence and widen the creative range of
your station. Call us today for complete information,
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Carl Number. F10-47.
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02:56

Description FALL IN LOVE
Length

01 31 06

Intro 00 15 00

Outro 01 18 00

Hook Line
!Wain SCPven

Please see us at NAB booth2024

.00 Computer Concepts
Corporation

Start 00 30 70

oaoo.00

00 22 76

End 0034.56

00 45 52

01 08 28

01 31 06

Audition Window

8375 Melrose Dri\ e, Lenexa, Kansas 66214 • Phone 800-255-6350 • Fax 913-541-0169

PUBLISHER'S NOTES

Don't Shoot the Messenger

W

To reach me, write:

RADIO INK,

B. Eric Rhoads, Publisher

224 Datura Street • Suite 701

West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Phone: ( 561) 655-8778

Fax: ( 561) 655-6930

E-mail: Ericrhoads@aoLcom

hen. y s . Radio programmer, then amanager and later astation
owner, the name of the game was
to get attention and get noticed.
I've done some wild promotions
and some interesting campaigns.
Ihave also dealt with my share
of controversy in nrc ?Jamming
and promotion.
Recently, in response to stories
from dozens of distraught general
managers and sales managers, aRadio
Ink campaign was designed to address the
issue of the pressures of the Radio industry
today. In the ad, there is aman with agun
to his head. The idea was that no matter how
bad it is, Radio Ink can help ... offering solutions to your challenges. However, the impression of some readers was that the man
is so overwhelmed, death is the only solution. The ad got attention, although perhaps
too much.
Since running it, I've received loads of
phone calls and mail in response. Reactions
were mixed. Some people requested posters
of the ad. Other people thanked us for relating to their problems. However, it has
come to our attention that the ad is disturbing to afew people who have had personal
experience with the suicide of aclose friend
or relative.
Advertising, like art, is subjective. What
offends some, pleases others. The controversy over this ad can be compared to
instances in recent advertising where amis-

iniet prt,ation of amessage resulted in anegative impression of the messenger. One such
example was the Calvin Klein ads that pictured "youthful" models in compromising
poses. The apparent message was: Buy
Calvin Klein jeans. However, some people
thought the ads were a form of child
pornography. It is true that controversy sells.
But, at what expense?
Consequently, the image for our ad has
been changed. It still conveys our original
message and concept, but, hopefully, it does
not contain emotional content offensive to
our readers.
Inever fully considered the implications
of the ad for someone who has been affected by suicide. One in five people has been
close to someone afflicted by this tragedy.
To those of you who were offended by the
ad, Isincerely apologize. Ql

I ic

,hoads,

Publisher

"Did you hear what Scott
did in Fresno?
99

"He sold over $ 150,000 in annual business
to nontraditional advertisers...
and he did it in less than four weeks!
Why aren't the other stations in
our group doing that?"

Call TOMA today
for information and
market availability.

(800) 597-9798

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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PEOPLE IN INK

GREAT LAKES CONFERENCE Recently, the Michigan Association of Broadcasters (MAB) held their 1997
Great Lakes Broadcast Conference &Expo in Lansing, MI. Following are some shots from the event ...

LORDS ollARINGS. These MAB broadcasters proudly
1111sOky ereir Station of the Year awards, which they all
used later at the ring toss competition.

ROSS SQUARED. MAB Board Chairman Ross Woodstock (I)
and WTCM-AM/FM Traverse City's Ross Biederman (r) posed
together because they're both named Ross.

FINGER POINTING. "You're the guy who stole my pen in fifth
grade!" (I- rMAB's Ross Woodstock, MAB President Karole L.
White and Dept. of Community Health's James Haveman)

HAIRY DISCUSSION ... "; ley, vi at do you Lse on your beard? "
(I- r) WNML-FM/TV's Scott Seaman preseits Dr. William
G. Mitchell with the 1997 Pioneer Award

DOU3LE TAKE.
president Karole
how she really
Angela Lansbury

Here we see MAB
L. White explaining
doesn't look like
from aside profile.

IMPRESSIONIST. 1997 MAB Broadcast
Excellence Awards' emcee and wellknown broadcaster Stan Freberg does
his impress on of the old guys in the
balcony from The Muppet Show.

BON APPÉTIT.
"Is that paprika?"
"No it tastes
more like
cumin." " Hmm,
you're right."
(I- rHeritage
Broadcasting's
Mario lacooelli,
Ross Biederman and
Thunder Bay
broa asting's
Stephen Mark:

OUCH. After hearing afunny anatomy
story, MAB college scholarship recipient,
Horn North Michigan University, Peter
Ryan Schlitt and MAB Foundation President Jerry Colvin pose for ashot.
TRICKED. We replaced the beer at this table with diesel fuel
and cream soda. Apparently they were pleased.

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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Prophet Systems has expanded to better serve our customers. Here are just some of the things you willjioticeAGGRESSIVE - Aggressive pricing and delivery

SCh 20 :
I
F

f-

EXrANDED - Manufacturing capabilities fourfold

'19

New changes in hardware prices and configurations enable us

Our expanded facility and inventory allow us to ship more

to be very aggressive in pricing both the CFS and XPS systems.

systems faster.

HARDWARE - We continue to expand our approved hardware

ADDED - Hundreds of software additions and improvements

list as hardware becomes more stable industry- wide. Ask us

We are well known for offering the most innovative software.

about using your own hardware.

Last year was no exception. With the additions over the last
tour years, Audio Wizard for Windows is the most complete, full-

SALES - More sales people and aSales Manager ,

featured ys..er: o!.

rrark ,t.

Our Sales Manager will make sure your account gets the attention
you deserve. And with alarger sales staff we will respond quickly

OFFICE MANAGER - Fast and accurate business system

to your needs.

Colleen, our ne ' 09c' Manager, will make sure your accounting
and sales orders will be processed quic.,ly

SALES SUPPORT - Pre- Sales Engineering Support
More support! We have added abroadcast engineer with 15

DEVELOPED - An internal support/business database system

years of experience to lur staff to help your engineer configi ' re

\! avr de ,teloped an extensive support and business database

the system.

system that allows us to track your needs on acontinuous basis.
We can access your records quickly to reduce the time you
spend on the phone.

JD (
HARDWARE SUPPORT) IS STARING AT A SILENT PHONE BECAUSE:

GEORG • ( L) AND SCO'17 ( R) ARE THE ONLY ONES

A) OUR SYSTEM IS JUST THAT GOOD

WEARING TIES BECAUSE:
A) THEY ARE VERY PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS

B) HE REALLY WANTED TO BE A
MAYTAG REPAIRMAN

C) KEVIN TURNED HIS
PHONE OFF AGAIN

e

B) THEY WEAR A SUIT AT LEAST ONCE A
YEAR TO SEE IF IT STILL FITS
C, PROG"lb\WV,,RS u/EAaING TILS ARE
COOL ( PROGRAMMERS CREEDO # 3)

JEFF ( ENGINEERING SUPPORT) IS POINTING TO A MAP BECAUSE:
A) HE IS POINTING TO
OGALLALA, NEBRASKA
THE

HEADQUARTERS

OF PROPHET SYSTEMS
13) WE CAUGHT HIM
PRETENDING TO BE A
TV WEATHERMAN

KEVIN'S OFFICE IS FULL

C) WHERE THE HECK IS

•YES, THAT IS HOW GEORG SPELLS HIS NAME.

SOLDOTNA, ALASKA

BECAUSE:

ANYWAY?

A) PROPHET SYSTEMS IS
COLLEEN IS A GREAT OFFICE MANAGER BECAUSE:
Al SHE USES 20- YEARS EXPERIENCE
TODD ( SALES) IS GETTING READY

iiî

TO LEAVE BECAUSE:
Al HE IS LEAVING
TO GIVE A
DEMONSTRATION
B) OUT OF SIGHT,

AGGRESSIVE

ORGANIZED

NAB
Booth
#4106

B) PLEASE- DON'T GET HIM

Bj SHE STARTED WORK

STARTED ON WOLVES!

WHEN SHE WAS 3

C) A.101- US 11-IINK HE WAS

(SEE ABOVE)

RAISED BY WOLVES

C) 5 KIDS- NUFF SAID!

OUT OF MIND
(SALES RULE # 1)
C) IT IS 5 O'CLOCKWATCH OUT!

LIKE A WOLF INNOVATIVE AND

TO KEEP PROPHET SYSTEMS
likm

OF WOLF PICTURES

Audio Wizard' for Windows,‘,
In •

Digital Automation System featuring

indows and Nmell .kchnology

fr°iProphet Systems, Inc.

COMMENTARY

John David
The NAB In Vegas: A Sure Bet
ehave just passed the first anniversary of the Telecommunicat
ions Act, and Radio is stronger and
more vibrant than ever. Economically, we are
seeing unprecedented activity in the marketplace through company mergers and acquisitions. Radio's strengths have made us adynamic
venture for Wall Street investors.

The NAB is offering two exhibit areas:
our usual area located at the Las Vegas
Convention Center ( LVCC) North Hall
and the newest area at the Sands Expo
Center, ashort ride from the LVCC. Also
at the Sands are the NAB Multimedia
World and Internet@ NAB.97 exhibit and
demonstration areas. Both areas are a "must
see" for anyone considering the Internet.
This year we will be inducting
WGN's Wally Phillips into the NAB
Broadcasting HaH of Fame. At the same
Radio Luncheon, well-known creative
Radio advertising executive Dick Orkin
will be giving the keynote address and
the NAB will agaln present NAB Crystal
Radio Awards to Radio stations for their
exceptional and outstanding community
service to their individual communities.
Iam proud of what Radio has
achieved in recent years — our fantastic growth and the aggressive way we
have continued to incorporate both technology and management strategies into
our daily operations.
We must remain flexible and aware
and that requires education, constant information and open discussion throughout our business. See you in Vegas. fei

W

It's very timely that broadcasters are
convening in Us V.szis for NAB 97, April
5-10. This year's lineup of speakers and
sessions will be especially relevant in light
of the issues facing us in the coming year.
We can feel justifiably confident
about the future. But we shouldn't feel
complacent — there are several critical
issues of importance to the continued
well-being of our business. Specifically,
we should be concerned about proposed
legislation for campaign finance reform
which could require us to give away air
time to political candidates. There is also
legislation that may threaten our beer
and wine advertising revenue because
of concerns over "hard liquor" advertising. Our consolidations in 1996 have attracted the attention of the Department
of Justice ( DOJ), and we have been working hard to brief the DOJ on the realities of the Radio marketplace.
On the technological front, we are following the development of Radio's In- Band
On- Channel ( IBOC) systems. This tech-

nology is critical or us to compete against
other digital audio services such as DARS.
We have also seen an explosive
growth in Radio activity on the Internet.
We must always be open to exp;oring
new opportunities to reach our listeners
and diversify our revenue sources.
At NAB '97, there will be 13 concurrent conferences with more than 200
sessions. Most of these sessions will be
led by high-ranking officials and staff
members from Congressional offices, the
FCC and the DOJ. In fact, the FCC
Chairman's Breakfast with Reed Hundt
should provide valuable insight into the
FCC's agenda on many of our issues. In
addition, industry experts from all fields
including broadcast engineering, station
management and Radio sales will also be
on hand to update station operators on
the state of our industry.

John David is senior VP/ Radio for the NAB.
He may be reached at 202-429-5305 or by
E—mail at jdavid@nab.ord

DAVE GIFFORD'S
1997 SEMINAR SCHEDULE;

9

*

NEW ORLEANS

le

,

MAR 11-12/13

SAN FRANCISCO...MAR 18-19/20

10
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FORUM

How has technology
helped improve your bottom line?
Marvin J. Strauzer
GM • WNNJ-AM/FM • Newton, NJ

R

emember the saying, "The wheels
are turning"? When
"human" wheels turn, the
bottom line improves.
At Nassau BroadMid
casting's 15 station group,
which is under the Jersey Radio Network
umbrella, technology is utilized by most
of our AM stations for automated, satellite delivered, quality programming. Investments in hardware, software and
satellite services reduce costs while improving the product on all Içstation ,
41111.
411e

Digital equipment for airing music
and other events reduces expenditures
by replacing materials that were expendable. It also enables staffers to exercise more saleable, creative talents.
Reduced utility costs are aresult of
high- efficiency transmitters. Communications cost less due to phone company competition, the Internet and faxes.
Industry specific data, and traffic and
billing systems facilitate the presentation of our group, as one, making it easier for advertisers to place buys and pay
their bills.

Chuck Morgan
president/GM KMGZ-FM • GSM KVRW-FM • Lawton, OK

T

echnology has
helped improve
our bottom line
by making us more
productive. By using alphanumeric pagers, cellular telephones and
voice mail, our salespeople are more accessible to me and, more importantly,
to their clients.
Digital editors save my announcers
hours in the production studio. Digital
storage systems eliminate the need for cart
machines and reel- to- reels, saving us time

and supplies. Desktop publishing has allowed us to improve the looks of our printed materials and sales presentations while
saving us alot of time and expense.
The Internet bas ils.) opened up a
tremendous window of opportunity for
Radio, from providing us with agreat
resource tool to expanding our marketing capabilities.
But, technology has to be used correctly. Voice mail can destroy abusiness
if it is not used properly. We don't use it
to answer our phone but, rather, to encourage interaction with our listeners.

SOLD!
Capstar Broadcasting
Partners, Inc., R. Steven
Hicks, Chairman and CEO,
has entered into an
agreement to purchase
KYAK-AM, KGOT-FM,
KYMG-FM, Anchorage,
AK aod KIAK-AM/FM,
KAKQ-FM, Fairbank
AK f.om COMCO
Broadcasting, Inc.
George I. Otwell,
Randall E. Jeffery
and
Elliot B. Evers
Brokers
BRIAN E. COBB
CHARLES E. GIDDENS
703-827-2727
RANDALL E. JEFFERY
RANDALL E. JEFFERY, JR.
407-295-2572
ELLIOT B. EVERS
415-391-4877
GEORGE I. OTWELL
513-769-4477
RADIO and TELEVISION
BROKERAGE • APPRAISALS

Gary G. Wright
VP/GM • WKAN-AM, WLRT-FM • Kankakee, IL

A

dding technology
has affected our attitude. We have
more confidence, both onair and in sales. Our presentations are stronger, and
as aresult, our gross is bigger. Our stations
do very well because our attitude is snappy. Technology fuels that attitude.
We look for new ways to use word
processors, spreadsheets, E-mail and Web

searches to improve our core business.
Our handouts look sharp. We have created sales tracking devices for the sales
staff and asubjective, peer- group performance evaluation model that has improved
performance and morale. We're constructing aWeb page just in case it's worth
something. We now have 14 PCs in the
station — some of which are available to
anyone, for any use. My bottom line is
the attitude of my staff, times 10. ai

MEDIA VENTURE
PARI NERS
WASHINGTON, DC
ORLANDO • CINCINNATI
SAN FRANCISCO
Subject to FC C approval

Appointments requested at MVP's suite,
Las Vegas Hilton during NAB.

If you would like to respond to aForum question, call Julie Ross at 561-655-8778.
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ENGINEERING

The Web Wave
Opportunity or Threat

A

A

A

A

e all know the
story. The Internet was devised
by agroup of academics and
government types to exchange data and to communicate. The basic premise
BILL SUFFA was
to design acommunications system with multiple roadways
upon which small pieces of information
would travel, thereby allowing reliability and redundancy.
Even today, a
QUICKREAD
lot of confusion remains as to what
The Internet is abunch
the Internet is, and
of networks, each irterconnected at strategic
what it can do for
places around the world.
you. Ithink the easAOL is not the
iest way to describe
"Internet." It is agatethe Internet is to call
way to the Internet.
it " a new means to
With WebTV, certain feacommunicate and share
tures of the Internet are
knowledge." The things
available at the touch of
we usually think of when
abutton.
describing the Internet -When electronic comthe World Wide Web, E-mail and Usen et
merce starts to work
— are just means of communicating or acwell, we will have the
cessing data.
ability to engage listenActually, the Internet is abunch of neters and direct them to
works,
each interconnected at strategic places
purchase immediately
from an on-line service.
around the world. Rich in aheritage of geeks
and academics, Internet communications were
text- based — not something that is very desirable for humans accustomed to sights and
sounds. And, it was certainly not something
attractive to the entertainment industry.
AOL has received alot of press lately
(not, too much oi it good). However, AOL
should receive credit as the first service to
popularize the use of visual graphics and
sounds for data communications. AOL was
not the first. It just hit the scene at the right
time with the right marketing. And, AOL is
not the " Internet." It is agateway to that thing
we call the Internet. Much to the chagrin
of those purists who would rather the Internet remain the exclusive domain of technogeeks, you can get to the Internet from AOL
and similar popular services such as Corn -
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ve, Prodigy and Netcom.
The next revolution may now be upon
us. Have you ever heard of WebTV ( and similar variants of television/Internet appliances)?
WebTV is putting access to popular features of the Internet in the hands of the couch
potatoes of the world. WebTV's potential is
"killer." Ithink it will change the Internet and
the way mankind interacts. With WebTV,
certain features of the Internet are available
at the touch of abutton. No need to buy a
computer. No need to turn it on and "boot
it up." No need to select
the right program. No
need to endure error
messages. It's now as
easy as turning on
the TV.
What about the
Radio industry in this
time of turmoil?
think we can prosper
and endure. There are
threats to in- home listening, but there are also
opportunities to build listener relationships
like we've never had before. When electronic
commerce starts to work well, we will have
the ability to engage listeners and direct them
to purchase immediately from an on-line service. Radio's immediacy, it's mobility and our
ability to digest information for our listeners will not go away and may become more
important in the future.
There are clouds on the horizon that we
need to watch. There %,% ill be more competition for the advertising dollar and new ways
to buy that will change traditional marketing channels forever. Artd, the Internet may
change the availability of product ( and royalties) as more artists and distributors experiment with on-line delivery of music and
the attendant copyright issues.
The Web wave is coming. We can ride it,
or we can get stuck in it. The choice is ours. à
13ill Sulfa is VP for strategic development at Jacor Communications,
Inc. in Cincinnati. He may be reached at 606-655-2267 or by Email at WSuffa@lacorcom.
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A NEW DIMENSION IN RADIO . .

You've Asked For It and
Waited Quite Some Time.
And Now, after all this time,
It's Almost Here.
It Is About To Arrive.

uu
J

Watch Your Mail Box Just Before NAB

a

MANAGEMENT

The Personal Touch
Is Technology Making y34.11 Station Impersonal?

I

e— —\

n)

nany businesses in-

cluding Radio stations,
have surrendered good
old common courtesy to laziness
— let the "technical world" do it.
For example, there's the
story
of areceptionist who anJACK M. RATTIGAN
swers the phone like arobot,
then turns you ove: .to voice mail when you
expect to talk to ahuman. There are still a
few friendly voices who answer phones. Before they turn you over to voice mail, they
say something like, "She's not in the office
_QUILÇKREAD
now. Would you like to leave amessage or
talk to her voice mail?" That's the appropriA Too many businesses,
including Radio stations,
ate way to use technology. Hopefully, the lathave surrendered good
ter is the procedure at your Radio station.
old common courtesy to
There is also the story about amedia
laziness.
buyer who communicates exclusively by fax.
A Although personal conSometimes his faxes contain insults, four lettact is imperative in
ter words and astern, " Fax back your best
client relations, it is
rates this morning. Don't even think of callequally important with
ing me. I'm looking for the lowest rates and
listener relations.
giveaways." Is that person serving his client?
A Managers who still
Flow is youi staff ieacting? Are they faxbelieve in personal influing
back
low rates, or are they trying to break
ence have happier and
more productive staffs.
the "faxation" by making an in- person call? Although Iam agreat utilizer of phone and fax,
Ibelieve there is still nothing better than "eyeto-eye" business.
A few years ago, United
Airlines aired aTV commercial that had an executive
walking into ameeting
with the following dialogue: " Igot aphone call
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this morning from one of our oldest customers. After 20 years, he fired us. Said he
didn't know us anymore. Ithink Iknow why.
We used to do business with ahandshake,
face to face. Now, it's aphone call and a
fax. Well folks ... something has got to
change. That's why we are going to set out
for alittle face-to-face chat with every customer we have." The message is clear. You
can't beat personal contact.
Although personal contact is imperative
in client relations, it is equally important with
listener relations. Does your station staff love
the audience? Do they "work the crowd" at
every appearance, or are they "big stars" who
are annoyed by the fans?
What about your own staff relations? Do
you run a "memo driven" station, or is there
open conversation and exchange? Does your
sales staff fight over accounts because they are
assigned in an arbitrary manner? Does your air
staff fight over who has this weekend's shift
because the schedule is never discussed and
posted on Friday afternoon? If so, it's time for
some more talking and less memo writing.
In short, do we really appreciate the
people who are responsible for our success,
or has the technical world replaced common sense and common courtesy? Do we
still give personal service, or have we grown
so sophisticated that we don't need to talkto people anymore? Managers who still believe in personal influence have happier
and more productive staffs. ai
Jack M. Rattigan, CRMC, is president of Rattigan
Resources, Portsmouth, VA. He can be reached at
757-484-3017 or by E-mini at jmrcrmc@infi.net.
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COMMUNICATIONS

E
-mail
Why Everyone Should Have It

F

A

A

A

A

ive years ago, the question was "What's your fax
number?" and if you answered "Ahh... we don't have
afax ...", the effort was made
to work around the problem.
Today,
if you don't have afax
MIKE McDANIEL
number, an effort is made to
deal with someone else. Think about the
faxes you receive daily. Faxing is an important part of your business.
But, today the question is "What's your
QUICKREAD
E-mail address?" If you don't have
one, maybe they'll fax it to you.
A year from now, or
A year from now, or less, E-mail
less, E-mail will be as
will be as important to your busiimportant to your business as fax is today.
ness as fax is today.
When you finYou need apersonal
ish reading this arE-mail address and
ticle you may say to
everyone who works
yourself,
"Maybe I
with you needs one,
should
get
one of
too. Separate addresses
for all.
those". There's no
maybe about it.
It is said less than 25
percent of the broadYou need apercasters in America have sonal E-mail address
personal E-mail.
and everyone who
Once you have E-mail
works with you
working and can send
needs one, too. Sepand receive, you will be arate addresses for
ready to experience the
all. That's the way
many other things Ethe post office does it, mail for you has your
mail can do for your
name on it, mail for Mary has her name on
business, and your
it. If it didn't, the news department might
career.
be opening all the station mail, checks, letters, bills, cancellations, everything. E-mail
is going to change the way you do business.
The competition for your Internet business
is so intense, you can probably trade Internet access and multiple !- nail accounts for
afew spots.
This is not World Wide Web talk. This
is not "You gotta have ahome page" talk.
That's aseparate decision process.
Remember when the fax machine was installed? It just sat there. One day afax arrived, and it sat some more. How about today?
Multiple faxes everyday, even in the smallest of stations. Same with E-mail. One day
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you will get amessage, then two, then you
find that your favorite customer or agency
would rather do E-mail.
Get an E-mail address and check it ,-)
ften.
You don't have to be computer literate. You
can learn E-mail in seconds. E-mail has the
address of the sender and thc receiver in
the " header" of the message, so you don't
compose aletter every time, just type the
message. If you get amessage that's important, press print and your printer will give
you ahard Lopy. You can also save to the hard
disk and manipulate it in your
word processor.
You can do E-mail withusing any other part of the
Internet. And there
are anumber of Email programs, most
available for free.
Just like you selected aword processor
for personal tastes,
you can select an Email program. Some
are better than others. Your Internet Service Provider ( ISP)
will supply you with
an E-mail program
when you sign up
(tree). Use it to start, then try another once
you understand the basics.
It is said less than 25 percent of the
broadcasters in America have personal E-mail.
Once you connect, send a message to a
:nto,Arn
addreçs, afriend or associate.
Someone across towr4,is ideal. Call them on
the phone, get their.address and send the
message. Then visit them and look at their
screen to see exactly how your message looks.
Once you have E-mail working and can
send and receive, you will be ready to experience the many other things E-mail can
do for your business, and your career .
Mike McDaniel is astation owner and author of A
Year of Great Promotions. He may be reached
at 812-847-9830 or by E-mail at McD@ncci.net
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Dick
Ferguson

At 51, Dick Ferguson has done quite a bit. Starting in sales
in 1967 as an AE at WNHC-AM New Haven,
into

management

and

by

1972

was

he moved his way
of

a GM

WERE- AM

Cleveland. A year later Ferguson was the first to join
the newly formed Williams Broadcasting
GM of their first acquisition
CT.

WEZN-FM

company as
Bridgeport,

Under his guidance the company bought two

more

stations,

manage,rs in
prised
tions)

and

in

1978

he

led

a group of

buying control of Williams (corn

of Bridgeport and Worcester,

MA sta-

to form Park City Communications. In

1981 Katz Communications bought Park City
and Ferguson was named president of Katz
Broadcasting and all its subsidiaries. And
in

1986 a group of employees from

Broadcasting,

led

by

Ferguson,

Katz

bought

Park City from Katz, which is now known
as NewCity Communications. He has served

as its Chairman and president since then and
sometime this year the

company will

merge

with Atlanta's Cox Enterprises.
Ferguson is also currently Chairman

of the

Radio Board of the National Association of Broadcasters and

In June he'll be running for the posi-

tion of Chairman of the Joint Board, a position now
held by Phil Jones. In his current position he's been
involved in a lot of industry issues including the yearold Telecom Act. Ferguson recently took some time out to
talk to us about many of these issues and Radio's direction
for the future ...
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alandmark piece of legislation. When
this whole thing came up acouple of
years ago, we said that we have to make
The Act of ALL Acts sure we aren't left out of it. If they deregINK: Looking back on the ulated this and deregulated that, then all
Telecom Act ayear later, is
of asudden we would wake up one mornthe NAB proud of what came
ing and find out that we were left in exout of it?
actly the same place we were years ago —
FERGUSON: Ithink we defiwe would never get to go back to the well.
nitely are. You always have to
It just wasn't going to happen. This
remember that the NAB basicalisn't taking acheap shot at the Federly tries to carry out what it beal Communications Commision ( FCC).
lieves its membership wants to do.
For them change is based on who is sitCertainly, the elected leadership
ting there. They have been very slow
of the NAB studies these issues and
in releasing Radio from regulation. So,
often acts in aleadership way. By when Isat there as an individual broadthat Imean somebody might say the caster and somebody who had been
NAB really pushed broadcasters into asked to help work on industry issues,
this ( deregulation). Iwouldn't say
Ithought to myself "We have got to
that was the case. Ithink as they ( govlook at this bill, not for what it is going
ernment) tied up the issues, debatto do in the next year or two, but for
ed them, and talked about them and how it is going to position us over the
as we kind of formulated aposition,
next 10 to 20 years."
we went out and talked to other INK: So, are you pleased with how
broadcasters advocating what we
it turned out?
thought was best for the industry.
FERGUSON: Ithink we got alot. As you
Congress hadn't effectively changed
know, we did ask for more, but Idon't
the kinds of rules we in the Radio
think anyone is naive here. If you want
business had been governed under something you have got to ask for alot
for 40 or 50 years. And it's very,
so that you can get something. By the
very, difficult for any industry to way, for better or worse, when we were
get legislative relief especially for arguing this case and our original poRadio because up until recently sition was local limits, you may rewe've been the stepchild that
member the people asking — what if
sort of gets ignored.
someone tried to take over all the Radio
INK: How did you do it?
stations, or something. Well, we said
FERGUSON: What happened
the Department of Justice (Justice Dein Radio was very much a partment) will take care of that. Ithink
small part of the tail on a alot of us truly believed then as we
great big dog. In effect,
do now, that the Justice Department
they ( government) dewould agree with us about the relevant
cided they were going
product being Radio, television, cable,
to overhaul the comand all the things we compete with. As
munications industry.
you know, the Justice Department
This was going to be
thinks otherwise. They think the rel.4111 17

evant market is Radio. This is the big
stumbling block between our industry
and the Justice Department. We are trying to prove to them that Radio isn't
the relevant market and they are trying to prove it is the relevant market
and, of course, they don't have to prove
it right now.
INK: Were you surprised that DOJ responded the way they did?
FERGUSON: Iwas surprised that they
didn't agree with our position on the
relevant product market, which was the
underlying case, and we used to discuss
this all the time. Iremember agroup
head fly- in acouple of years ago, in
which we were talking about this very
issue. Because so many Radio people
deeply believe, being very acutely aware
of what the competitive nature of our
business you work really hard to develop astrong client on your station,
or on agroup of Radio stations, and
build aclient's business.

The Business
INK: Does it seem Radio builds the
business then, afterward the client
goes to another medium?
FERGUSON: Iguess that is just the nature of the beast. I'm not complaining about
it, but it is alittle irksome when you experience these things on afrequent basis, then
you have somebody come along and tell
you that you guys operate in arelevant
product market that is all your own and,
maybe, that relevant product market isn't
just Radio. It is something more narrow like
Rock, or another form of Radio. So, when
this all started, Iused to get emotionally
very upset with the DOJ. Ihave calmed
down agreat deal on this issue and have
listened to what they have had to say. I
think these aren't dumb people by any
means. They have got apoint of view.

ROCK ALTERNATIVE

Outlasting the competition and committed to shapin: the future of Modern AC

He's done it before!
Let Doug Clifton ( KBCO, KXPK) help you

achieve success with this format in your market!

JONES RADIO NETWORK.
Call Jones Radio Network. Gene Ferry NSM, 303 • 784 • 8700
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INK: But, you still aren't buying into
their argument?
FERGUSON: Idon't buy into the argument and, obviously, they aren't buying into mine. Ido believe there are
ways that, over time, they will come to
see our point of view, however it will
take some studies and some other
things. When duopoly came along,
cost- per points and rates aLtually went
down. Ithink the main reason they did
that was because you had good broadcasters taking over very marginal, or
train- wreck- type Radio stations and
making them players in the markets,
sometimes significant players in the
market. Just bringing them up into the
mid- pack, put value on their inventory. So, if atypical music FM has 55,000
avails ayear, roughly, and those avails
really had almost no value, then somebody comes along and gives them value,
you've created asupply and demand
basis in that 55,000 avails to amarket
place ... Imean, we are asupply and demand based business and, essentially,
you can increase the supply like that,
or you can do it two or three times in
ayear in amarket.
INK: You just had more inventory
in the market.
FERGUSON: The fact of the matter is
you have more salespeople and rates
go down. Ifeel that our company is
working hard in the other direction,
and Iknow other broadcasters are too.
Historically, what happens, when there
are just AM/FMs and then FM/FMs,
or duopoly situations, alot of people,
basically, take these Radio stations,
package them up, and then sell them
at adiscount. The exact opposite of
what DOJ fears. In some of the markets that we compete with there are
some large clusters, and people are

playing ashare game there.
INK: Your stations don't do that?
FERGUSON: Well, for competitive reasons, Iam sure they do. Iam not saying that the basic economics of the
business would not force us to. However, Iwill tell you that we have invested. For example, in Orlando, FL we
put in ahome marketing base to go out
and develop new Radio clients to substantially increase the Radio dollars.
Giving discounts is not what this is
about at all. It is about creating real

"It's very, very,
difficult for any industry
to get legislative relief
especially for Radio
because up until recently
we've been the
stepchild that sort of
gets ignored."
marketing plans. Now, we have seven
Radio stations in Orlando with the ability, just within our own Radio group,
to create tremendous reach and value
for advertisers. We compete with television stations and newspapers. Orlando is an interesting market because,
basically, there are three operators there
now. So, the other two guys are doing,
in one variation or the other, the same
sort of thing.
INK: Isn't that elevating the Radio
industry?
FERGUSON: Ithink it is because, to pay

the prices that people
have paid and to make
this all work out, they
have got to raise revenue.
It is unlikely they are going
to be able to do it by increasing the number of commercials. It is better to force
us to keep that down.

The Trouble With The FCC
INK: It seems recently there has
been more scrutiny of the FCC
by Congress as to how they are
either executing, or not executing, the dictates of the Telecom
Act. What is your take on that?
FERGUSON: First, let's talk about
what is really happening. The FCC
is basically not approving, or not
acting on, any application that the
Justice Department is currently investigating. They just sit on the application. We think this is wrong. We
think it flies in the face of the letter
and spirit of the Telecom Act, which
was very specific about Radio ownership. It spelled out very clear rules
about how many stations you could
own in amarket, given the number of stations that were in that
market. And it went on to say, if
there were any concentrations
issues, they should be handled
by the Department of Justice,
which is fully equipped to do
that. This is what they do.
They have got the resources,
the expertise and they do
this in other industries.
Nothing personal
against the FCC, but basically they've made a
decision to sit on these
20 181
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The New Music of Your Life!
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Bring Wink Martindale, Gary Owens &
Chuck Southcott into your market today!
Houston, Phoenix, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Tampa, Minneapolis, Hartford,
Rochester and Nashville. Plus 50 other markets and growing fast!
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.1 9
things waiting till it is
cleared. Our position is that
this is wrong for two reasons.

First of all, if abroadcaster satisfies us to close, Justice Department, then
all of the standard criteria needed to you need to take us to court where a
transfer an application at the FCC, they
third party can determine who is right
should rule on it. If it turns out later in this case." This is just due process.
that the Justice Department doesn't like This is areally important point and,
the deal, it has more than ample remof all the things I'm saying, Ifeel the
edy to basically stop the deal or undo
most firmly ahout this. In effect, by the
the deal. Joel Klein ( Department of FCC sitting there and saying weren't
Justice), and Iasked him this question
going to process the application even
at the group head fly- in, doesn't need,
though, based on Public Service EEO,
and isn't asking for, the FCC's help.
technical, or whatever it happens to be,
INK: So, why are they doing it, or it is perfectly fine, they are in effect
not doing it?
preventing us from doing that. So, a
FERGUSON: This is aquestion that I lot of the big settlements have taken
dont think anyone knows the answer place because they didn't have any
to. It is adecision made at avery high
other option. The Commission has aclevel. They are taking the position that
tually talked about whether or not they
they don't want to approve any deal
should become involved in determinuntil Justice has basically signed off on
ing what is too much concentration
whether it is aconcentration issue. Our in amarketplace. Now, in this respect,
point, in response to that, is that the
they're flying in the face of what the
Justice Department, even when it lines
law said. The law says, when it comes
up against even the biggest Radio to the diversity of voices and the numgroup, is still aDavid and Goliath sitber of stations someone can own, here's
uation. The Justice Department is
the formula.
incredibly powerful. They have
INK: It is spelled out in black and white.
all kinds of tools, people and
FERGUSON: Certainly, the forces that
lawyers. Even Mel Karmazin's
didn't want to see people have an unteam isn't, and I'm not saylimited number of stations ..., argued,
ing they're not amatch for but this was acompromise. Congress
them, but it is just the
passed it and the president signed it.
whole Federal GovernYou know, there are alot of comproment against acompany.
mises in that Act. Is everything about
This certainly becomes a the Act perfect? Of course not. That's
disproportionate battle when just the way things are. Then, they
you get down to acompany put the extra proviso in and said, " If
like mine, or you go down to somehow we've missed something, or
asmaller market, and they
it isn't right, the Justice Department
have the subpoena power, so will take care of it." Nowhere in there
they start with alot of leverage.
does it mention the FCC and, by the
We should at least have the way, the FCC doesn't have the staff to
leverage to say, " Look we really bedo that. To have the FCC start to inlieve our case is right, we should now volve themselves in that process, to me,
be free to close because we have
is just awaste of taxpayer money and
FCC approval and, if you don't want
it isn't what the law says.

Is the NAC niche filled in your market?
.9 to 5.2 Share •

KSKX FM-Colorado Springs
Let our expert Steve Hibbard provide you NAC
with the right balance.
NAC...30 markets and growing
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The Politics of Politics
INK: Is the NAB behind some of this
pressure that is coming from Congress?
FERGUSON: Yes. The NAB is reflecting the views of its membership when
it finds that the FCC is acting in away
that isn't based on the way we read
the law, which Idon't think takes alot
of interpretation. So, when members
of Congress ask us how it is all going,
we tell them, well, you know, we have
this problem.
INK: In light of the questions about
political fund—raising, what is happening with campaign reform?
FERGUSON: Who knows? Iread the
New York Times everyday, listen to news
Radio, and occasionally watch TV trying to keep up with these things. Ithink
that to try and predict how it is going
to come out would be really hard to say.
Ican tell you this — the NAB believes
that the issue of Radio and television
stations having to give free time, or further discount their time, is avery, very,
real threat. The challenge that faces us,
quite frankly, is drawing the important
distinction between the public service
obligations we have as alicensee and
standing firm on our First Amendment
Rights against somebody mandating
that we give this time away. Ithink it
is even more irritating, and most people don't realize it, that of all the money
raised by candidates in the House and
in Senate, only 29 percent was spent
preparing and running Radio and television ads in the House and 39 percent
in the Senate.
Those numbers are skewed up by
some very big high—profile expensive
races. This is average dollars, not average races. Many times, just by the
nature of our democracy, abig issue
gets out there and somebody, kind

of, gets to be the scapegoat as asolution. Idon't think anybody in their
right mind would think, if campaign
reform basically says Radio and TV
stations have to give free time, or highly, highly discounted time, and not
even be able to control how much of
it the people use, that this is going
to solve all of the ills, especially when
the vast majority of the money isn't
coming to us anyway. It is one of those

"If they deregulated this
and deregulated that,
then all of asudden we
would wake up one
morning and find out
that we were left in
exactly the same place
we were years ago we
would never get to go
back to the well."
things that sort of catches on, which
is why Ithink we see it as areal threat.
Ican understand and even be empathetic with people who are running for
office, with their hearts and their
minds in the right place, that are frustrated by the high cost of campaigning, but it isn't just Radio and television
time. In fact, Radio and television time
is kind of abargain based under the
current rules.

Days of Wine
And Advertising
INK: On the issue of advertising of hard liquor
as opposed to beer and
wine, what is the NAB
doing with this?
FERGUSON: First of all, NAB
can't take an official position because it is alegal issue. The NAB
code that existed along time ago
was struck down by the government as being anticompetitive. In
other words, it was forcing, or
putting, alot of pressure, on broadcasters to do this or not do that. As
an example, if abunch of broadcasters get together, like the NAB
Board, the Radio Operators Caucus,
or some other state broadcaster board
meeting, they all sit around saying
they think we ought to come out and
say that it is illegal to say there isn't
going to he any liquor advertising.
INK: The NAB has expressed
an opinion.
FERGUSON: However, when it had
acode along time ago, it didn't do
it. Ithink the NAB has stated, basically, it would be politically very
detrimental. Let me put it this way,
and I'm not going to speak for the
NAB here, but many broadcasters, including our company New
City, and the company we're
merging with, Cox Radio, have
made their own personal policy decisions saying were not
going to accept hard liquor
advertising. We do accept
beer and wine advertising.
Personally speaking, I
think the arguments of
the hard liquor indus 22>
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try makes some very good
points. This is based on the
fact of how can you do one
and not the other. The feali.
ty of it is the rules out there
were that you could advertise
beer and wine. The liquor industry didn't advertise on Radio
and TV. Iwas around when the
code was there and the code didn't allow it. When the code was
knocked down as being illegal, we
continued that practice. We decided
to continue that practice because
we feel it would, despite unconstitutional arguments and some strong
logic on the part of the distilled
liquor industry, it wouldn't be the
right thing to do.
INK: Do you think it was some sort
of conspiracy or ploy?
FERGUSON: Iwouldn't characterize
It as aploy. It may well be that but,
from material I've read from them,
what they've said is give us alevel
playing field. You and Idon't have
to interpret it, that is what they're
saying. Iguess what Ihaven't read,
or heard them say, is our ultimate
goal is to get all alcohol advertising off the Radio and television. They are legal products.
In our company, and Ithink
with most broadcasters, we
have rules and responsibilities. We're not running commercials on our Radio
station promoting happy
hour. Our stations have
all participated in the
NAB— sponsored " Responsible Drinking"

campaigns, which the NAB has worked
hard over the last year or two to promote, particularly as it relates to pregnancy and other issues.

Satellite Struggle
INK: What's the NAB's position on
satellite digital audio?
FERGUSON: For more than seven years,
NAB basically fought the satellite because it believed, and still believes, it
would be detrimental, and athreat, to

"The Justice Department is incredibly
powerful. They have all
kinds of tools, people,
and lawyers. It's the
whole Federal
Government against
acompany."
locally—ba‘,cd tcrrestrial broadcasters.
INK: So why is FCC holding auctions
April 1?
FERGUSON: The FCC has finally decided against us. You don't win them
all. Ithink we fought agood fight. Basically, we have been involved in the
disagreement with the satellite people at the FCC for along time. Ipersonally worked on this issue along with
other broadcasters. Notably, people
like Randy Odneal from Sconnix
Broadcasting, who has been very involved in DAB and DARS matters on
behalf of the industry and is very ar-

ticulate on this subject. Look, they've
decided and we're still concerned. Acouple of key points: First, we have never
advocated in our opposition to satellite Radio that this be done by auction.
The second thing is we have never
advocated, or argued, the public interest obligations. We have said the
promises they made when arguing for
the spectrum about very diverse formats, like the all Korean channel and
the all Chinese channel, are valid. When
Iwould talk to commissioners they
would say this was agood thing. And
there are alot of cities and communities
in America where you can't hear this
kind of foreign language program, or
things that weren't commercially viable
even in large markets. Even where they
were, in some cases, like New York where
you have two Korean stations, it is still
not viable in most places in the country. So, alot of the original programs
called for these channels, to be made
available by subscription. Ithink we
always argued that they're throwing this
stuff up there to get the satellite but,
when they get it, it is going to be Hard
Rock, Classic Rock, Modern Rock, Alternative Rock, Old Country, New
Country, Hit Country, Soft AC, Hard
AC, Hot AC, and etc
INK: Will they be competing directly with land- based formats?
FERGUSON: We're saying that, "We
sure hope, seeing you argued this was
the case, you're going to live up to this
stuff." Ihaven't read the full document,
which is just coming out as we speak.
By the time the interview is published,
or within acouple of days, it will probably all be out there. My understanding is they are probably not going to
hold them to those types of things. Another thing we've argued against are
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these gap fillers. There is some question as to how effective, based on the
spectrum they've received, this reception will be when you get into large
cities. We've argued, if they're going to
end up putting 30 channels of terrestrial transmitters in all the major markets then, in effect, they didn't put up
satellite Radio at all. Ithink the rulemaking says it has to be the samc thing.
They can't do local stuff.
INK: So, they can't broadcast,
send it to a satellite, and have
the satellite come back to alandbased transmitter?
FERGUSON: Right. It can only fill it
in. The New York land- based transmitters can't be doing New York
weather, New York traffic and selling New York commercials. I'm not
sure, but Ithink that is the way it
is going to be. Right now, to even
get the terrestrial gap fillers, it is
going to have to go for further notice. We are going to be able to respond to all of that, but Iam not very
optimistic that they wouldn't get gap
fillers. If they did, I'm pretty sure
they would get it with a no- local
origination clause. Also, alot of people question the economics of this
whole thing anyway.
INK: Is it going to be subscriptionbased or advertiser— based?
FERGUSON: The way the rule— making came down, Ithink it can be whatever they want it to be. They're paying
for it so, if they want it to be subscription or ad- based, fine. Some of the
guys who are buying for this are talking about acombination of both. What
many people have suspected, and this
is just speculation, is that the real interest in the spectrum is more for adata
service than aRadio service. The no-

tion is that you could transmit data to
all these moving objects with avery
tiny dish on the moving object. Ithink
alot of people have ideas about very
profitable businesses that could be developed to send data to truck fleets,
trains, taxi fleets, and all kinds of
things. When we were opposing this,
we often wondered whether, in reality, what they really wanted was adata
system anyway. This is pure speculation, but Ithink the rule—making allows them to do data. If it turns out
largely what they transmit is data and
not much Radio, then it wouldn't mean

"If abroadcaster
satisfies all of the
standard criteria
needed to transfer an
application at the FCC,
they should rule on it."
much to us.
INK: Isn't there still apossibility they
could do Radio, which could have
quite a severe impact?
FERGUSON: Two things: One is that
data could be their main business.
And two, just for window dressing,
they could throw up abunch of audio
channels, which is sort of alost leader.
Lost leaders can be apain in the butt.
If you talk to American, United, and
Delta Airlines, when they were competing with ahalf dozen airlines all
flying in bankruptcy, it was difficult.
So, on the other hand, this is also
worth keeping in perspective. If this

service actually gets up
and running and amounts
to something that is economically viable as aRadio
service, it will impact the
Radio business somewhat.
But it is not going to impact
all stations equally, or all size
markets equally.
Ihave never believed, nor
have Ipersonally argued that this
is the end of the Radio business.
It goes against the very heart of
everything that we do. We have
tremendous local involvement, we're
keyed into our communities, and
satellite Radio isn't going to be any
of that. Ithink, in small markets
where the choice isn't as high and
there aren't as many Radio stations,
this could siphon off abunch of audience. If it did that, it would put very
strong pressure on alot of marginal
stations and make anumber of good
stations marginal.
INK: So what happens to the small
markets?
FERGUSON: More than anything
else, when we were fighting this,
we were always fighting it on the
basis of the small markets.
Oddly enough, if you read the
Telecom Act, in the smaller
markets you can do the least
amount of consolidation.
Iused to go around the
Capital arguing on this very
point saying, if satellite ever
becomes something, which
is probably at least a
decade away, the guys who
are going to need the
most consolidation will
be in the little tiny mar25 1111>
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kets where it will be, basically, terrestrial Radio versus satellite Radio. You
guys who are sincere about protecting the small broadcaster, may find,
in eight or 10 years, you did exactly the
opposite. This goes back to the beginning of this interview about tilt; Telecom Act, in that you've got to look at
it, not just in terms of today, but into
the future.

in terms of raising rates, we are going
to be in abetter position to deal with
aclient base that is consolidating.
INK: So bigger is better?
FERGUSON: Ilook at the client lists of
our Radio stations and see all these businesses that we used to deal business with
going away and being replaced by these
category killers, big box stores, often
bought outside of the market, don't know

"I used to get emotionally very upset with the

The Circle of Life
INK: So it all comes back to the Telecom Act. What do you see as the positives and the negatives of the Act
at this stage?
FERGUSON: Ibelieve that any change
creates opportunity. It is the other side
of the coin to change, because the real
negative is that change is tough and
creates adisruption. It creates disruption for companies and people. The
new opportunities we get bring new
problems but, often, the changes that
came about were done with the intent
of making things better, and they often
do that. I'm sure if you and Ihad been
in the Radio business when the television came along, we'd be sitting
there going, " Oh my God! Radio survived," and Ithink these changes create great opportunities as well for
people who are open—minded about
it. Most of all, one of the key positives is we are simply better positioned to compete against new
technologies, new competitors, the
likes of which we haven't even seen
yet, as well as existing competitors.
We are going to get abigger share of
the advertising pie. This is another
important point, and Idon't mean this

DOJ. Ihave calmed
down, personally, a
great deal on this issue
and have listened to
what they have had to
say. Ithink these aren't
dumb people by any
means. They have got a
point of view."
your local Radio stations, and are looking for big reach and big clout. Now, if
you walk in with six or seven Radio stations in amarketplace, you can get their
attention.
Our selling efforts were fragmented by the ownership structure we were
shackled with, so this is areally important point. Everybody is talking
about abigger share of the pie and that's

all true. This other issue
is one that is very real and
hasn't gotten alot of ink. I
think we're in abetter position to compete for talent,
programming and resources.
Ithink Mel ( Karmazin) started
it. Iremember when he made a
comment when CBS signed
David Letterman from NBC for
$14 million dollars that he could
pay Letterman that amount if it was
worth the investment.
The notion of Radio being able
to compete for great talent with other
media is important because people
have the infrastructure to do it. You
can argue the case that consolidation will stimulate innovation or that
it will act as adamper on innovation.
As long as there are acouple of innovative companies, then everybody else
sort of has to go along.
INK: But isn't there adanger of forgetting who we are?
FERGUSON: The business, no matter how big it gets, it is still the Radio
business. It is avery competitive
business and still attracts certain
types of people. And Ithink it always will. All of them are not going
to become incredibly fat, sloppy, not give adarn anymore and
go for the lowest common denominator. There were only
three television networks for a
long time and those guys have
always been battling it out.
So, Ijust don't think it is
going to happen. Ithink it
is more likely to stimulate
innovation. Although,
people will be able to
pick examples over the
26 10›
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next few years and say, well, you know,
this market consolidated and hasn't
been as good, which may be true. I
think in time it will change and over
time it will be better. Ifeel you can
argue two sides of risk taking too.
INK: Yes, but what game of risk
will you play?
FERGUSON: Ithink your ability to
take risk, like the kind of risks we
are taking in the Orlando sales development thing and some of the
other things we're contemplating in
our company, as well as risks we took
under duopoly, kind of prove the
point, when you can spread the cost,
you're more than likely to take the
risk. The other good thing that is surprising me alittle bit, is that this Act
is creating opportunities in smaller
markets much faster than Ithought.
When Isay that, it is giving some people an exit strategy from the business.
Ithink what we're actually seeing is the Telecom Act is getting peo-

ple interested in smaller markets,
maybe not the tiny markets yet, but
definitely smaller markets. And, entrepreneurs and long time operators
in specific markets are buying their
competitors because they want to
grow the business in amarketplace
where they've had along relationship. In discussions I've had with people at the FCC from time- to- time,
people have said it is really sad because these stations aren't going to
be locally owned anymore and aren't
going to be in touch with their com-

munity. I think
that is avalid concern, but not born
out of reality.
The reality of it
is, often, the ability of
large, well— financed,
broadcasters to create
meaningful public service
is infinitely better. The
opportunity is better than
at astation that can hardly pay minimum wage employees to keep it on the
air. There is no doubt that a
well- run, well- financed station that is locally owned,
has done aterrific job. In
fact, a smaller locally
owned broadcaster, certainly — because public
service is mostly creativity and smarts — is not at
adisadvantage in that
respect. This is one of
the beauties of how
little guys often beat
big guys. gi
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SalesgNK
Practical

TIP
What Your Clients Want
From You
*Don't talk to me about your
station. Talk to me about
my business.
'Show me value. I'm not really interested in price. Icare
about what's in it for me.
•Find out what Ineed. In
selling as in medicine, "prescription without diagnosis
is malpractice."
•Don't keep me waiting. II
you're going to be late, call me
*Return my calls promptly.
If Ican't find you, I'll
go elsewhere.
•Have good follow-up. I
expect the same attention
after Ibuy as when you
were trying to sell me.
*Keep your promise. If you tell
me you'll do something, do it.
•Have apositive attitude. If
you don't exhibit belief in
your station, how can I
believe in it.
'Let me know you care about
me and my business. Idon't
care about your product
knowledge as much as your
"customer knowledge."

Hands-on

Selling

Tips

and

Ideas

LOOKING
FOR GREAT
SALESPEOPLE?
Then look to Radio Ink for help.
Our Classified Section is the perfect place to recruit quality candidates. Since they read Radio Ink, it shows they
care about improving themselves as radio marketers and
are motivated to take the action needed to be
the best in the business.
Are these the kind of people you want on your sales
staff? If so, call Denise Blouin at 80o-610-5771.
She can help you start arecruitment program that will
pay off for years to come.

1-800-610-5771
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How to Get to the Decision
Maker
I. Ask for the president or
owner, not just the person
in charge of advertising.
2. Call early or late to bypass
the "gatekeeper." The top
person (e.g. owner) often
works longer hours.
3. Don't say, "May Iplease
talk to Mr. Big." Instead
say, "Ineed to talk to Bill."
t. Have energy and confidence in your voice.
5. Be friendly and sound like
an expert. fei
ource: Lon tos Sales 8, Motivation.

by Gayle Moffet

NONSPOT REVENUE

F

or the third year in arow, KCTR has brought major
Country artists to Billings, MT for our " Free Listen

er Appreciation Show." All to,000 seats are free.

Packages are sold to clients based on the package

dollar amount. A number of locations where listeners can

8-by-bo inch professional photo with the artist.
Two solid weeks of ticket stop-bys, about five stops
per day, are followed up with two weeks of on-air ticket
giveaways. In addition, we hide tickets and have fax
contests, surprise van hits and bumper sticker stops.

pick up tickets ("stop-bys") are scheduled for that client. The

Corporate clients are mentioned in every : 3o recorded promo

location is kept secret until we are physically at the business

and live liner. The remainder of the sponsors are mentioned on

prompting forced listening. The stop-bys act as mini remotes

arotating basis. Estimated revenues are about $190,000.

creating in-store traffic. Corporate sponsors are given the VIP
treatment, which includes booth space at the event, signage in
the arena, passes to our exclusive meet-and-greet party and an
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MEEnniffliiThe Science and Art

SALES

of Sates Meetings

Dealing with Rejection

by Steve Sandman

Don't Let It Bring You Down
by Pam Lontos

T

here i
.ascience
and an art to

I

your sales meet-

1you've been in asales
career, rejection probaformation that becomes
bly won't bother you as
the basic agenda for every
much. However, if you have
sales meeting. The art is
never sold, rejection can
your style of delivering this information
be devastating.
as well as getting your sales staff to inii
Handling rejection is
teract with you.
alearned skill. Without such askill, the hurt
Sales meetings should be 45 minutes
of rejection overpowers your constructive
to one hour in length so you don't lostill problem-solving abilities and affects your
your staff's attention or keep them off
ability to sell. It's not the rejection but how
the streets during prime selling time. Start
you react to it that's the problem.
every sales meeting with the staff clapPeople aren't rejecting you — they
ping their hands to the rhythm of asong
are just afraid of making adecision so
that has a great beat to it, followed by
they tell you "no" even if they want it.
some form of low impact aerobics that
Too many Radio salespeople simply quit
each of your AEs gets to lead. Get them
selling too early.
out of their comfort zone — not sitting
If you convince them up- front that
around waiting for the agenda to begini there is abenefit to listen to you, you
Some out- of- the- box ideas can make
will be given achance to talk. You
sales meetings fun and productive. Give,
should ignore most " no's" and the obpop quizzes on market information. Us '
jections, such as, " Idon't have the budsales trainers' games that have a learnget." Instead, expect to hear " no" and
ing purpose. Do some role-playing on
expect after you show the benefits that
selling products other than Radio. Showag you will eventually get a "yes." Don't
some movie videos that are fun and
let "
no" bother you.
have a message. You can also try team
The more benefits you give, the
building projects and even storytelling ' more you will raise the prospect's desire
(try reading Green Eggs and Ham — it
to want to buy. When the desire is high
truly is a great sales story).Keep your ' enough, the fear of making adecision
meetings moving.
will leave, and you will often get your
"yes". You may wonder if this works all
Steve Sandman, CRMC, is the LS.Alfor
the time. No, it doesn't. But it works
KRRW-FM, KTXQ-FM Dallas, TX. He
enough to help you sell much more.
may be reached in 214-522-0979.
Rejection also causes apathy. You may
ings. The science is in-

think, "Why bother to sell her. She is just
going to say 'no' anyway." So you just say
to the prospect, "Here is the promo on
my station. If you have anything come
up, give me acall." You leave the prospect
alone figuring that you can't persuade her
and when she doesn't buy you say, "Iknew
she wasn't going to buy." Of course you
knew it, you didn't sell her.
Rejection is an integral part of selling. Learning how to not take rejection personally will set the stage for
your succegç and put you on the path
to riches.
FIVE WAYS TO HANDLE REJECTION:
I. lie positive about rejection. Don't

fear it.
2. Learn from rejection. See what is failing
and take it into account in the future.
3. Be fair to yourself in selling. You can
say, 'This looks difficult, but I'm going
to do it."
4. Analyze the prospect. People are
afraid of making the right decision in
spending money.
5. Get specific on the rejection. Find out
why they have responded negatively
and answer their unanswered questions.
Acertain amount of rejection, if you
practice the coping skills and learn from
it, actually builds self-confidence. à
Pam Lontos is president of Lontos Sales 4, Motivation, Inc. She may be reached at 407-2996128 or by E-mail at PainLontoi@aol.com.

"Why can't Mike in Tampa do
what Scott did in Fresno?
99

Because Mike didn't act quickly enough and the
local newpaper locked up the TOMA program.
The newspaper is selling name awareness
campaigns to hundreds of retailers and service
companies and making over $200,000 ayear.
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Radio Becomes the
Big Cheese for Finlandia"

A

campaign where the advertiser dcLides against 1V?
Building abrand without the use of the small screen?
Swiss cheese marketer Finlandia`' has an advertising plan that does exactly that. They aim to avoid TV for
the next year and instead hit the airwaves and outdoors. The
package, sold by Infinity Broadcasting's TDI Advertising
and WXRK-FM(K-Rock) New York is an integrated package offering one- stop- shop Radio and out- of- home advertising for the branding of Finlandia's"' Swiss Cheese in the
Northeast — specifically the Metro
New York area.
New York advertising agency Romann and Tannenholz was signed on
as the creative team for the combined
campaign. The concept is simple according to creative director Gad Romann. " Build abrand."
But can it make an impact without using TV?
Jodi Yegelwel, senior VP/director of marketing of TDI,
thinks so. "As aresult of our acquisition last Spring by Infinity Broadcasting, we were able for the first time to offer
Finlandia" Swiss Cheese atotal advertising
package including K- Rock and out- ofhome mediums such as posters on bus
tails, interior commuter railcars and
phone kiosks. This total advertising
package is sure to make an impact."
The creative for the on—air campaign
involves a60- second spot depicting people waiting in line in aNYC deli served by a
gruff deli man. After the deli clerk asks, "What do you want?"
in stereotypical New York fashion, the patrons go into a
tirade of "I'll tell you want Iwant, Iwant world peace," " I
want my mother to stay out of my life," " Iwant my husband to stop cheating on me," etc. After abit of this the

guiphu

ad

deli clerk returns
with, " Oh, Iwas
going to suggest
Finlandia." This
is followed by an
announcer describing the qualities of Finlandia"'
and ending with

"So remember, tell them what you really want ... on your
sandwich." For outdoor advertising the creative involves a
tag line of, "Finlandia"' Swiss Cheese — A cut above," on
things like acamera made of Swiss cheese with the quote
"Say Finlandia"' and aSwiss cheese candle with the quote
"Midnight Snack."
Romann adds, "Can you build abrand outside of TV?
This is thought to be especially tough for afood product
because most people feel visual stimulus is necessary," he
says. " In concentrated markets we feel Radio can get the
message out and outdoor works on the visual level.".
Source: Justin Kaswan, Gad Romann of Romann 14, Tannenholz,
KCSA's Mary Skafidas, Ad Week and Inside Media.

EFINLANDIAswiss Cheese
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NEW BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Flex Your Ideas
New Biz Meetings
by Bob Pedder

1

t's very difficult to keep
coming in every week with
fresh, new material to emphasize a new training
topic or help introduce anew
sales program. The format of
your meetings, for the most
part, should stay consistent.

When it comes to new
business development, anything is asuccess story in my
book — from getting an appointment to having anew
manufacturer return your
phone call. It's important for
everyone to try to participate
in this part of the meeting.
Itry not to mix training
and the handling of current "logistical" issues in the same meeting. If logistics are that
important, the training can wait.
My motto is, "On-the-job training is great as long as you are
doing the job." Some companies love the training cycle and
forget its connection to generating sales — too much theory versus not enough reality
The meeting always
ends with the sharing of
quotes. Everyone who wishes may share aquote. Not
everyone does, but you
would be surprised by how
many people enjoy this. The
quote actually allows the
salesperson to verbalize a
hidden feeling or thought.
Listen to them carefully.

30

Some are tunny while
others are superb motivators. In addition, try
to include afun element
in your meetings. Iusually like to do this right
after the success stories.
These exercises are
meant to emphasize the key
tasks of our job of developing new business. Here are
some fun, interactive exercises Iencourage you to try.
WRITE A COMMERCIAL
— Divide the sales staff into
two teams and ask each
team to write and produce a
commercial that promotes
your new business development department.
CREATE A PROGRAM —
Divide the staff into two
teams and give each team a

summary of %Ahat the
product is looking
for in terms of apromotion. Don't give
out all the details,
just abrief summary
of the opportunity.
Allow each team to question
you for more information,
then have them meet for 20
minutes to create their programs. Call both teams back
in and have them present
their ideas to you.
PHOTO FINISH — Get
a 10- inch paper plate for
each AE and pass out
crayons. Have each AE draw
a picture of a client they
have not met but will try to
see in the next month. Hang
the drawings up in the
kitchen At the end of the

month, have the AEs talk
about which clients they saw
and if they looked anything
like their drawings.
CAR PARTS —Draw the
outline of acar on the drawing board and have each AE
come up and draw in the part
of the car that best describes
them and their sales style.
This works great with a
group of new people.
Meetings should not be
used as live memos and voice
mails. Have agoal. Be prepared. Be enthusiastic. Be
positive. Be accessible. ai
Bob Pedder is director of new
business development for Greystone Alliance. He may be
reached at 617-254-1230 or by
E-mail at oasis99s@aol.com.

A

saGM of six stations, recruiting and hiring new salespeople is
my number one priority. To battle the newspaper, we need to
field an army of skilled salespeople. My recruiting system consists of about eight hours of recruiting per week, including two interviews per week and at least one recruiting call each day.
Our best recruiting sources include on- air campaigns, newspaper classifieds in adjacent markets and a $ 250 bounty Ipay when astaff member refers someone Ihire. We farm the universities by building a relationship with akey professor or
o. We offer guaranteed interviews to their students, and in return, they qualify and
'send us only the best.
In order to hire smarter and beat our industry attrition rate of 80 percent, we follow a rigid interviewing checklist. The checklist includes aphone interview, two face o- face interviews, aphone interview with our group director of sales, apersonality profile
nd acase study assignment to be role-played in one of the interviews. Good people
aren't hard to find. Good people are alot of work to find. Él

ill
w

Bob Bolak is GSM of the Midwest Family Broadcast Group's six station cluster in southwest Michigan.
emay be reached at 616-925-1111.

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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THE APHEX FM P
RO
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Engineer

Station Manager

NAB Booth
#4103

ve ryone imagines being louder than their competition without causing listener fatigue. It's no longer just
a fantasy. With the new Aphex FM Pro, loudness doesn't come at the cost of mind numbing grunge and

distortion any more. It took the genius of five existing patents, combined with six new inventions, to create
the most powerful, greatest sounding processor ever.

e

Engineers will love the ease of set-up and use, plus remote control and security features to keep
unwanted hands off the controls.
Program directors will love the complete flexibility to fashion truly unique processing for their
particular programming and tastes.
Station managers will love the increased loudness to grab listeners and the high audio quality to
keep them tuned in.

It's ano brain& - if you want loud without listener fatigue, call for ademonstration today.

APIAEX

Improving the way the world sounds se

SYSTEMF

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 • Fax: 818-767-2641 • http://www.aphexsys.com

SALES PROMOTION PLANNER
cials, pinatas and atrip to Mexico.

ideas you should start planning NOW

"Celebrate Police Week" - Each day of the
week, recognize alocal police officer. Have people

APRIL

MAY

APRIL QUICKFIX • "Get aLife" — Give away complete entertainment
packages to people who need to "get atile." Dinners,

PET PARTY IN THE PARK

movies, concerts, shopping, etc.
• " Free Dollhouse or Tree Horise" — Children will
draw pictures of ¿heir homes to display in the
store. Separate the drawings by age categories.

have the promos sponsored.
"Go-cart to Indianapolis" — Block off roads or go to a

People who have pets love to show them off, and
what a better way to do this than abig moneymaking party for man and his best friend. Set up booths
and events for dogs in alocal park. There are ways
to make lots of money from vendors and clients.
Start the day with a " Pet Walk" for the humane

fun park and have listeners race go-carts in order to win
tickets to the Indy 5oo. Make sure they sign release forms.
TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Pools; Hot Tubs and Supplies; Vacations; Hunting
and Fishing Supplies; Major Appliances; Boating
Supplies; Lawn and Garden; Retail Bakeries; Building Supplies; Floor Coverings; Bridal Market

• "Catch the Big One" — Sporting good stores
have customers bring in fish to be weighed and

society. Make applications available weeks before at

measured in order to win prizes.

vide water for the pets. One booth and sponsor can

DATES TO REMEMBER

issue free pet ID cards with the sponsor logo on the
card next to the paw prints. A photo sponsor can set

3
5

Kentucky Derby
Cinco de Mayo

up anice backdrop and sell pictures with pets. Agro-

6
11

National Teachers' Day
Mother's Day

TARGET PRODUCTS AND ACCOUNTS
Motorcycles; Hardware Stores; Lawn and Garden;
Outdoor Furnishings; Computer Services and
Sales; Recreational Vehicles; Boat Dealers; Children's and Infants' Apparel

client locations. You can have awater sponsor pro-

cery store or pet food vendor can sample food for the
pets. Any sponsor can set up asponsored obstacle
course in which pets can play. Children can draw pic-

DATES TO REMEMBER
1
April Fools' Day

tures of their pets to win ribbons. Have acontest to

6- to NAB Annual Convention, Las Vegas

ties. The opportunities are limitless, just get creative.

12-18 National Police Week
25

Indianapolis 500

26

Memorial Day

see which pets look like their owners or like celebri-

6

Daylight-savings Time Begins

15

Tax Deadline Day

19

Oklahoma City Boinbing Anniversary

22

Earth Day

23

Professional Secretaries Day

24

National Take Your Daughter to Work Day

"National Waitress Day" — Celebrate waitresses
by hosting acontest in which waitresses get signatures from customers in order to win atrip from the

NATIONAL
Alcohol Awareness Month; Child Abuse Prevention Month; Keep America Beautiful Month;
Cancer Control Month

Furniture
:6o Chester Furniture
Barn
Husband: Okay, let me
see if I've got this right. We're going to Chester ...
to a barn ... to buy furniture. Wife: That's right.
The Chester Furniture Barn. Husband: Wouldn't it
make more sense to go to a furniture store? Wife:
The barn is astore. Husband: How do the cows
feel about that? Wife: Look! We could go to a
store in town, buy some furniture we really love
and pay a small fortune. Or, we can go to the
Chester Furniture Barn, buy the same furniture
and pay awhole lot less! Husband: Kind of like a
"bale" of savings, huh? Wife: That's right! Chester
Furniture Barn has factory direct warehouse
prices! On top of that, it has name brands like
Berkline, Bassett and Broyhill! And, you have your
choice of fabrics and colors. Husband: I'm kind of
partial to barnyard red. Wife: Good for you. Now
get this, if Chester Furniture Barn doesn't have
the piece of furniture you want, they'll order it
just for you! Husband: Wow, we could go hog
wild! Wife: Amusing yourself, aren't you? Anncr:
The Chester Furniture Barn ... 351 East Hundred
Road on Route so between Chester and
Hopewell! Open Monday through Thursday till 7.
Friday and Saturday io till 5!
Holly Buchanan WMXB-FM
Richmond, VA

station. This creates good talk for the station.
"Queen for a Day" — Register your mom so that
she will be picked up in a limo for a day of beauty,
including an exotic lunch, roses, a massage and
shopping — all for Mother's Day.
"Cinco de Mayo Celebration" — On May 5, have
a party at aclub or restaurant with margarita spe-

Auto
Towing

tions are advised to check with legal counsel

r

regarding legality and possible lottery.
Sales Promotion Planner is compiled by
Kim Stiles, creator of The Stiles System
Radio Day Planner. She may be reached
at 770-974-6590 or by E-mail at
STILESeARMINDSPRING InAl

(Voices: two male executives)
Vc. 1: So, where are you and

Auto Body and Towing
isfx: doorbell) Vc. 1: Yes? Vt. 2: Sorry to startle
you, ma'am. I'm not a maniac or anything ... You
see, my car broke down across the street, and I
was wondering if Icould use your phone to call
Dave Shockey Auto Body and Towing? Vc. 1: But
... you're .... you're naked! Vc. 2: Well, yes Iam.
I'm returning from vacation at a nude beach
resort, and ... well ... Ileft my suitcase sitting on
top of the car and sort of drove off and forgot all
about it. Ithink my clothes are somewhere near
the state line. So ... can I ... use your phone?? Vc.
1: Wait here. I'll call for you. What's the number?
Vc. 2: 762-7106. Vc.
I'll be back. (sfx: door
slamming shut) Howard?! Howard?! Vc. 3: What is
it now, Doris? Vc. 1: There's a naked man at the
door. He wants us to call Dave Shockey Auto
Body and Towing. Vc. 3: Their number is 7627106, Doris. Dave Shockey Auto Body and Towing
is Triple-A approved and available 24 hours a day.
Iknow all that ... What about the naked

man? Vc. 3: Idon't think Dave Shockey will care,
you need atow, call Dave Shockey Auto Body
and Towing at 762-7106.
Jeff Wine WCHA-AM/WIKZ-FM
Chambersburg, PA

`Radio Ink assumes no responsibility for the
viability of the promotions mentioned. Sta-

:6o Skeeter's

Doris. They'll help out anybody. Anncr: Whenever

RADIO
INK

Health Care Month

Restaurant

:6o Dave Shockey

Vc.

NATIONAL
Mental Health Month; Physical Fitness Month; Women's

MAKE IT IN MAY

26 - 27 March of Dimes Walk America

32

call in nominations or go by aclient location and
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the missis dining this
evening? Vc. 2: Oh, we're going to Skeeter's.
Care to join us? Vc. 1: Where? Skeeter's? Skeeter
who? W. 2: No ... Skeeter's Ribs, Chicken and
Catfish. The food is delicious. Ican't believe you
haven't been there! Vc. 1: Well, you know Adrienne ... She doesn't like to go places where the
cooking is ... you know ... unnatural. Vc. 2: Oh,
you don't have to worry about that at Skeeter's.
Vc. 1: Really? Are you sure? Vc. 2: Oh my, yes.
Janice and Iwould never think of dining somewhere with all that ... disgusting grease! Vc. 1:
Oh my, Iknow exactly what you mean. Vc. 2:
Skeeter's cooking is all natural, with no additives ... so you know you're eating healthy. Plus,
they're having aWCHA/Skeeter's Penn State versus Indiana football ticket giveaway, no
purchase necessary! Vc. 1: Good heavens! Vc. 2:
It's true ... We can register now at Skeeter's, and
the drawing will be held November 2during
Skeeter's lunch hour at 11:3o! The game is
November 6 at Beaver Stadium! Vc. 1: Oh my, I
have an appointment on Wall Street that day ...
Oh, well, it can be rescheduled. Let's gather the
wives and head over to Skeeter's! Anncr:
Skeeter's Ribs, Chicken and Catfish ... 408 West
Loudon Street, Chambersburg
Jeff Wine WCHA-AM/V/IKZ-FM
Chambersburg, PA

RADIO
INK
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ConsolidationeAcquisitioduper-group.
These are the words that describe
today's dynamic radio industry.
And they are changing the way
you do business. You need a
management system that can
keep up with your operation—one
that works today, and that will
handle whatever changes tomorrow may bring.
Premier is that system. CBSI
designed Premier to handle the
specific needs of broadcast
groups of every size. Users praise

Premier's powerful traffic and
billing performance in successfully managing duopolies and
group operations from asingle
location. In fact, one of our
clients uses Premier to produce
more than 40 program logs per
day. Premier is modular and
fully integrated, allowing you to
operate from asingle system,
and to consolidate or separate
your business functions. And
because Premier is Windows
based, you'll find it easy to

increase your operation's productivity and profits. Premier is CBSI's
comprehensive traffic, billing and
sales management system
designed to meet the needs of
today's dynamic radio industry.
Call CBSI today and put Premier
to work for you.

-1-1
5)3[1

Custom Business Systems, Inc.
Dynamic Business Solutions for Broadcasters
J Box 67 • Reedsport, Oregon 97467
Call 800 547-3930 in the USA and Canada
Telephone 541 271-3681 • FAX 541 271-5721

See Us at NAB Booth #3012,
Radio/Audio

LETTERS
Independence Not Forgotten

I

was disappointed to read your editorial, Independent Stations Must Fight Back (Radio

very successful independent broadcasters with whom 1have the privilege
of working. Without revealing their
Ink Feb.17,1997). Your concept of " the
identity, these broadcasters run asucbusiness" is out-of-date and wrong. Your pocessful Alternative station in atop 40
market that is heavily consolidated.
sition would have us continue to fight each
My client has succeeded precisely for
Feb. 17, 1997 issue
other for ashrinking Radio share. Telecom
the two reasons you cited in your earlier
is not about lower pricing and " megagroups" squeezing out the editorial: an ample war chest and unlimindependents. Telecom is about long overdue consolidations to bet- ited creativity. However, it is the deployment of those resources that is making
ter equip Radio to compete with television and newspaper for a the difference.
larger share of abigger advertising pie. There is afresh pot of
The owners have asuccessful track
record
of hiring young, intelligent and
coffee already brewing. Take amoment and take adeep breath
enthusiastic people who " live the AlStan Webb senior VP operations
ternative lifestyle" and then meshing
Clear Channel Communications
them with agroup of slightly older, more
experienced managers who maintain an
paigns
that
have
cash
giveaways
onair
read your editorial with interest, Inatmosphere of "controlled chaos."
and even give away afurnished house.
dependent Stations Must Fight Back ( Radio
When I'm visiting with them, Iam reWCLZ
has
trended
up
for
the
fourth
Ink Feb.17, 1997), and as an indepenminded of the fun reasons why 1got into
book in arow. And in the recent Fall '
96
dent operator in Portland, Maine, ( 162
Radio in the first place.
Arbitron only the independent stations
market), 1
think 1
have astory worth telling.
While their war chest is far from unhad any strong upward trends.We also
WCLZ-FM is astand-alone triplehave developed the best sales department limited, the owners have responded to
A formatted station that Ihave operat... bar none. The other stations' strategy the increasing threat of consolidation by
ed since 1993. We face two corporate
making significant investments in their
competitors who have bought almost has been to sell ratings — therefore destation. They made abudgetary comeverything in southern Maine — Sage veloping staffs of mathematicians and staCommunications with six stations and tisticians. The emotion and heart is gone mitment to keep research, external marketing and other resources as permanent
from their efforts. Ihave always appreciFuller-Jeffrey Broadcasting with six stafixtures at the station.
tions. But we have done something ated your publication and that you try
Clearly, the new world order is
unique, we run our property like aRadio to cover all size markets. And, Ithink that
going to make things harder than ever
station. Our corporate competition has our story should he told to your readrrs
Michael Waggoner VP/GM
for independent broadcasters, many of
most major decisions made away from
WCLZ-FM Portland, ME
whom, Iam afraid, will not survive.
the market, which means that we can
However, 1would be willing to put my
act and react much quicker, both promotionally and programming- wise.
fter not responding to your money behind those indies who recfirst editorial about independent ognize the value of creativity and inOur entire 1996 budget involved giving
broadcasters, your latest one vesting in their product.
away coffee mugs and ice scrapers which
Warren Kurtzman VP
cost us acouple of thousand dollars — (Radio Ink Feb.17, 1997) prompted me
Coleman Research
to write to you and tell you about some
as opposed to six- figure television cam-

I

A

"WE GET CONSISTENCY OF PRODUCT AND MUSIC, We helped this operator find the perfect
AND ACCESS TO EXPERIENCED PROGRAMMERS music mix for his full- service AM and add the
AND THEIR RESEARCH."
bottom- line benefits of digital operation. We can help you streamline
your operation, too, for flexibly-scheduled barter or cash. Call BP.

BROADCAST PROGRAMMING
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RUN LEAN
SOUND RICH
Call us for the whole story on Case Study #124 and many more.
800.426.9082 experts@bpradio.com www.bprodio.com

EVENTS CALENDAR
APRIL
April 3 — Broadcasters' Foundation (BF) Golden Mike Award Dinner, New York, NY
zu3-862-857/
April 4-5 — Broadcast Education Association
(BEA) 42nd Annual Convention " Reinventing
Electronic Media: Multimedia in New Millennium," Las Vegas, NV 202-429-5355 (to
attend or participate on panel) 202-4293935 (to exhibit or sponsor)
April 4-6 — Electronic Industries
Association/Consumer Electronics Show
(EIA/CES) CES Mobile Electronics ' 97, Atlanta,
GA 703-907-760o
April 6 — Broadcast Designers Association
(BDA) International Design Symposium in
conjunction with NAB, Las Vegas Convention
Center, Las Vegas, NV 212-376-6222
April 6 — Society of Broadcast Engineers, Inc.
(SBE) Board of Directors Meeting, Las Vegas,
NV 317-253-1640
April 6-10 — NAB Spring Convention, Las
Vegas, NV 202-775-3527
April 9 — BE Pioneers Breakfast, Las Vegas, NV
203-862-8577
April 9-12 — The National Broadcasting Society
(NBS) National Convention, Chicago, IL 803777 -33 24

June 19-21 —

National Association of Radio

Talk Show Hosts ( NARTSH) Talk Radio ' 97,
Century Plaza Hotel, Beverly Hills, CA 61743/ -9/5/
June 21-24 — NAB Board of Directors Meeting,
Washington, D.C. 2o2-775-3527

JULY
July 11-16 — NAB Executive Management Development Seminar for Radio Broadcasters,
University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN
2oz-775-3510
July 24-26 — National Religious Broadcasters
(NRB) Southwestern Regional Convention,
Dallas/Ft. Worth Marriott, Dallas, TX 405789-1140

AUGUST
Aug. 24-26 — NRB Western Regional Convention, Costa Mesa, CA 703-330-7000

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 11-13 — NRB Midwestern Regional Convention, Muskegon, MI 7o3-330-7000
Sept. 16 — IRTSF Newsmaker Luncheon, New
York, NY 212-867-6650

April 23-26 — International Broadcasters Idea
Bank Annual Convention, Adams Mark Hotel,
Kansas City, MO 918-836-5512

Sept. 17-20 — 1997 NAB Radio Show, New
Orleans, LA 800-NAB-EXPO (exhibit sales)
80o- 342-246o (registration)

April 30- May 2 — 1997 Radio Only Management Conference, The Phoenician,
Scottsdale, AZ 609-424-680o

Sept. 26-27 — SBE National Meeting, Syracuse,
NY 317-253-1640

MAY

Sept. 17-20 — Radio-Television News Directors
Association (RINDA) Intl Conference & Exhibition, New Orleans, LA 202-659-6510

May zo — International Radio & Television
Society Foundation ( IRTSF) Foundation
Awards Luncheon, New York, NY 212-8676650

ARBITRON SURVEY DATES

May 21-24 — Broadcast Cable Financial Management Association ( BCFM) 37th Annual
Conference " Connecting Tomorrow with
Today," Hyatt Regency at Embarcadero, San
Francisco, CA 847-296-020o

•Fall September i8— Dec. 10

JUNE

•Spring March 27— June 18
•Summer June 26— Sept. 17

If you bane any upcoming events
please call Julie Ross at
561-655-R778 or fax
them to her at
561-655-6134

June 2-5 — EIA/CES CES Spring ' 97, Atlanta, GA

"WHAT
IS A
SPOT?"

d

If you have new
employees asking
that question, this
interactive program
is amust buy!
A quick and easy
program to help
entry-level
ornr-Ilnucu.c rit

understand the
media sales industry.

Saving

= Saving

Developed by
Laurie Kahn and
the staff of
Rep Temps, Inc.

includes:
A Terminology

d

A Hierarchy Charts
A Chronology of a
Media Buy

703 907 7600
June 3— BDA Professional One- Day Workshop, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago, IL

Call

212-376-6222

June 4-7 — PROMAX International (PI) PROMAX & BDA Conf. & Expo, Chicago, IL

(312) 944-9194

21 3
465-3777

for details!

June 9-13 — SBE Engineering Management
Seminar, Indianapolis, IN 317-253-1640
June ii — Radio Creative Fund (RCF) Radio
Mercury Awards, New York, NY 212-681-7207
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ProgramINK
Ideas

PD

About

Radio

Programming

PD FORUM

FORUM

Q: How do you
handle listener
requests?
Marty Thompson

atWould You
Pay To Have
All These Great Minds
on Your Team?

WGRR-FM
Cincinnati. OH

Requests are
the thorn in the
side of many
consultants and format PDs.
They are a time when we
hand over the airwaves to a
vocal minority and let them
choose the music. Research
be damned. The listeners are
flying the Radio station.
Imagine having all the TOP MINDS in the Radio industry advisRequests are not about
ing you and your Radio stations. Radio Ink provides you with the
music. Requests are about
BEST the Radio industry has to offer. Every issue is packed with
human interaction. They are
great ideas from people who are paid 'THOUSANDS OF
just another device to make
DOLLARS as consultants. Only $ 149 ayear gives you ideas you
our Radio stations more
can use right away from every hi-weekly issue. That's why
compelling by introducing
Radio Ink is the leading management publication in Radio.
spontaneity and excitement.
Gall today to subscribe andput the industiy:ç best minds to work fir
Challenge yourself and
800-610-5771
your talent to look at request
Out of the US, call 561-655-8778
E-mail: Radiolnk@aol.com
shows not as a'necessary evil
Radio's Premier Management & Marketing Magazine
— but as an opportunity to
raise the entertainment value
asmall core oi our listeners calls and have fun on- air
of your product. Take
chances, risk greatness.
actually call the station to with the listeners making
make requests. But, we hanthe requests. It's part of
Larry Daniels
dle them very carefully when what makes a Country
KNIX-FM
they do because listeners are
Radio station fun.
Phoenix, AZ
very important to us.
When listeners request
Research
There are several slots songs that are not on the
shows that, on
daily when we are able to
playlist, the PR skills of our
the whole, listake requests, but they are personalities come into
tener lines are avaluable serlimited to playlist mateplay. At that point, they atvice. However, over time, our rial, naturally. We also
tempt to suggest another
research has shown that only take time to record the song — generally by the

RADIO
INK.

If you would like to respond to aPD Forum question, call Julie Ross at
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artist, if possible — or
a song that's coming up
anyway. That works most
of the time.
Any phone calls from listeners are important. It's "contact time" and an opportunity
to keep aloyal listener. On
the other hand, the music has
got to be right, and you must
play for the masses
same

Les Jacoby
WEAT-AM/FM
West Palm
Beach, FL

At Sunny 104.3,
we have two
\chides for listener requests.
Our "At Work Music Director"
feature, weekdays at noon,
is athree- song music set of
requests. We invite our atwork listeners to fax us alist
of their three favorite songs.
The listener whose fax is
chosen gets to hear his/her
three requested songs, is
saluted on air, and wins a
prize package that includes
lunch or dinner for four in
addition to other client
value-added gifts.
The second request vehicle is our highly rated
"Sunny Love Songs" show.
Monday through Saturday
evenings, hosts Chad Perry
and Jodi Stewart play listeners' love song requests and air
their dedications at the rate of
two or three per hour between
8:00 p.m. and Midnight. gi

561-655-8 778.
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PROGRAMMING FOR MANAGEMENT

The Calm Before the Storm:

W

Programming In An Emergency
by John Lund

F

rom the floods in
California to the
blizzards across the
Midwest and East, regardless of format or demographic target, Radio
stations capture the moment and reflect the audience's need to
know at amoment's notice.
Stations must adapt to emergency
situations to give listeners what they need
to know. Format rules can be altered, i.e.,
replace "at work" liners ( if no one can get
to work) with storm center reports.
Be prepared. Examine potential opportunities that will capture the moment
and serve the listener. Anticipate severe
weather before it arrives. Create and produce weather
t
or storm center promos as i
t
apart of your promo library %
II,
— promos that sell the
tt
%
station's severe weather
coverage leadership, info
on school and business
closings, cancellations,
road hazards, etc. Condition listeners with promos
that say how you covered
the last storm voiced by the
station's meteorologist.
Air custom liners and promos in
place of regular formatic liners
used on normal workdays. Use (
language like "the storm team"

-41111_

KD Kanopy

Station Yourself
Crteer lir ECntrctni
1-800-432-4435
http://www.1<clkanopy.thomasregister.com
E-mail:

OCEPO2A@PRODIGY.COM
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and use terms like color radar, Doppler
radar, satellite tracking, first- person accounts, etc. Special verbiage helps make
the station service unique and memorable.
Take ownership of the coverage
with frequent updates so listeners go
nowhere else. Design aformat stylebook
to be used for emergency conditions.
Discuss the plan of operation with
all talent. Consider how air talent will
get to work in bad weather and where
they will stay it driving conditions close
the road. Coach the air staff that it's okay
to break format. Listeners need lots of
information. Update the emergency
phone list. Staff members must know
who to call and what their responsibility will be in an emergency.
Use adifferent news open or sounder
for special updates. While aNews/Talk
AM may be considered the primary
source of information in amarket,
amusic intensive FM with
agreat plan can also deliver the info and still minimize tune out. à
John Lund is president of The
Lund Consultants to
Broadcast Management
and Lund Media Research in San Francisco.
He may be reached at
415-692-7777 or by E-mail
at TLC2RADI0@aol.com.
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CA

Country
http:/www.katcountry.com
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Gentner Communications Corporation
Radio hardware company

1

http://www.gentner.com

KEGL-FM Dallas/Ft. Worth
Rock
http://www.kegl.com

Why KD '
Canopies?
A Lightweight Aluminum Frame
A Custom Silk Screened Graphics
A Variety of Colors & Accessories
A Water Resistant & Fire Retardant Fabric
A FREE Heavy Duty Carry Rag & Stakes
A Rust Proof
A Durable
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A Sets Up in 30 Seconds
A No Loose Parts or Ropes
A 8'x8', 1(10(10' & 10x20
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On Show Prep
From A Misunderstood Consultant
by Valerie Geller

I

inadvertently started
up some kind of World
War Ill at aclient station in the middle of
doing a "Creating Powerful Radio" session last
month ... Here's what
got me into trouble:
Istated, " It doesn't matter if the
host slides in at 11:
59:59 if he or she
can do agreat show.."

What Ididn't know:
At this particular station, the managers
(PD, GM and Owner) had all been having
anxiety about whether the host would even
show up on time. And when various hosts
did show up, they didn't sound all that prepared. This irritated the management team.
Iput my foot right into their sore spot.
Many managers need to hear guests
on the air in order to feel that the host
and producer have done some work to book
the show. They like to see bodies at desks

SOUNDBITES

Radar Report
The Fall 1996 Radar
Report is out and in
the lead again is ABC
Radio Network with
consistent leader Paul
Harvey and ABC Prime.
Here's the breakdown
of the top io programs
in network Radio. tei

for eight hours aday. And they make the
salespeople turn in lists of who they've cold
called or called back and paid visits to. It's
that "
all in their places with bright shiny
faces" thing that we learned in elementary
school. Managers feel comfortable seeing
people working.
Radio work is different. It's human to
get hung up on what we see. What you respond to is the finished product. And people work very differently. Idon't condone
laziness. Idon't condone slipping into the
station with nothing in your head, I
believe
in show prep. The best hosts go in with a
stack of stuff they've spent time compiling, articles from the paper, ideas and phone
numbers written on scraps of paper, stuff off

ing in abland meal, guests can be wonderful. A good guest can "make" ashow.
•Use the element of surprise. Try
not to be predictable. (Avoid addiction

the Internet.

to guests.)
•Carry atape recorder. When was
the last time you thought to yourself "
I
wish
Ihad my tape recorder right now...." )
•Keep paper and pens everywhere.
Great ideas come in the shower, the car,
wake you in the night. Write them down.
•Hang out with normal people. If
you only hang around journalists and Radio
people you get alimited scope. Expand your
horizons and talk to everyone.
•Work hard.
The secret of agreat Talk show is you
can never do too much show prep. à

Some show prep tips
•Avoid "guest-o-mania." You do not
need aguest every hour or every show.
•Guests as spice: Like great season-

Valerie Geller is anews/Talk consultant and author
of Creating Powerful Radio, A Communicator's Handbook. She may be reached at 2 / 2580-3385 or by E-mail at vgeller@aol.com.
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Paul Harvey

News

5,329

Paul Harvey
ABC, Prime

News

4.222
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Rest of Story
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ABC, Prime
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Rest of Story
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Paul Harvey

News

2,785

CBS
ABC, Prime

Osgood File

2,716

News
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ABC, Prime
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STOP PAYING RIDICULOUS SPOT PRICES!
custom television commercials for your radio station,
shot in your market, for It

Call Doug Cooper for afree demo tape

00
plus travel expenses

2 ,944

2,902

P

K>i,NHA

PKODUCTIONS

INC.

1809 7th Avenue • 609 Tower Building
Seattle, WA 98101 • (206)621-901g
Fax (206) 223-0119 • Email: Doug@mail.ssadv.com
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Toni s back..i

Liter
Than ever !

II

America's original radio psychologist, Dr. Toni Grant achieved
national notoriety and phenomenal
'ratings with her syndicated program
ón over 180 radio stations across the
—U.S. before going on creafive hiatus
in 1990. Now she's back by popular
demand and ready to sweep the
nation once again.
Although others llave tried, no one
has come close to capturing Dr.
Grant's unique delivery style and
special bond with listeners. She is a
practicing licensed psychologist,
but don't be afraid of her Ph.D. — she
provides both clinical and commonsense solutions with candor and
compassion, while never losing sight
of the entertainment value of radio.
You have a choice when programming talk radio, and this is the easiest choke you'll ever make. To lock
Dr. Gtánt in your market, call Radio
Shows, Ltd. at 800 988 4341 today,
and start enjoying success with the
one and only, the true original, the
brilliant Dr. Toni Grant.
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he first step to making technology work
is understanding what you have in house
and what benefit it provides. In this age
of personal computers we've all been thrilled when
someone shows us some use or application on our
computer which ultimately makes our life easier.
Most use their PC as aglorified typewriter. Once
you understand the power you have and what else
your computer can do, aworld of income and savings awaits you.
But this isn't just about computers.

Analyze your options.
BIA's MasterAccess'
Radio Analyzer Database
BIA's MasterAccess's' databases contain powerful information on
historical transactions, industry trends, market and station revenues,
ratings, providing you with critical broadcast data. Customizable
fields and full exporting capabilities give you state-of-the-art power.

The power to analyze and
the ability to exercise your options.

7-eetes tAe pmétieheee 06_

Check out MasterAccess by calling for a free
demo disk today (available on diskette or CD ROM)

tag

Stop by our Booth #1617 at NAB '97
or Hospitality Suite in the Las Vegas Hilton

)/-7/\
ESE A/j
-/L-1(

\

BIA Research, Inc. (
formerly BIA Publications, Inc.)
Toll Free 800-331-5086 • Phone: 703-818-2425
Web Address: http://www.biacompanies.com
A Member of the BIA Family of Companies

BIA Consulting. Inc. • BIA Telecom, Inc. • BIA Media. Inc. • BIA International. Inc. • BIA Research. Inc. • BIA Capital Corp.
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Resistance to change is everyone's
big enemy. We're assuming your station
is already computer literate with traffic and billing and your music rotations.
If not, get with the program. You're living in the stone age, no matter what
size stations you're running. Time is
money and technology should save
countless hours. The more you can manage with machines, the more time you'll
have to control the finer details that require people.
STPRTING WITH THE
SPLES DEPPRTMENT
It seems that the sales department is
the last place to see technology become
amoney maker, yet it's the one area that
can always use aboost. The investment
in time for training will pay big dividends
in time saved and clients served.
The first order of business is account management software for the
sales manager. You'll be flabbergasted
to learn how much time is wasted trying to keep track of accounts, who
they've been reassigned to, what the
goals are for each account, and where
each account stands in the sales process
at any given time. Automating the
process will make the SM more efficient
with built-in account shuffling systems
and reminders. The end result of effective account management is time
saved and more productive accounts.
A well equipped sales person is
armed with their own computer ( laptop preferred). A networked sales
tracking program will allow them ( and
the SM) to have instant access to all
account information. Programs like
ACT!, Touchbase, and Telemagic will
make client communication abreeze.
Salespeople receive reminders on call
backs, mailers, and account service.
They have access to every transaction.
And every conversation with the click
of amouse. This has become astaple
in non- Radio sales departments across
the US, yet many Radio stations have
yet to adopt this technology. They
save time and make you look good to
the clients who are impressed that you
actually call back on the day you said
you would. Best of all, nothing slips
through the cracks if they follow the
discipline. These programs and others
44
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"In reflection of our news division,

we pride ourselves on afirst rate
product that establishes the
benchmark of quality for the
industry. Our tremendous growth affirms
his commitment."

-Chuck Ryfr
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i
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,
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Metro Networks' news division uses the most
reliable, state-of-the-art resources to provide
stations the highest quality, customized
product while improving their bottom line.
Our news sources include:
Over 200 street reporters, including 16-25 electronic journalists in each major market where we provide
news.
• Broadcasting's largest fleet of aircraft and mobile
units.
• Vast network of broadcast quality, fixed position and
helicopter mounted cameras.
CNN Headline News, Reuters, and local wire services.
An exclusive, national weather forecasting service.

Metro's quality, customized news product allows
affiliates to receive the benefits of afull newsroom and stringers without incurring the costs.

METRO NI- IWORKS
NEWS • SPORTS • WEATHER • TRAFFIC
713-401 6000
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can also accommodate prompts or
scripts for telemarketing.
Arming the sales force with fax
modems allows for individual and massfaxing to clients, E-mail allows for constant updates and communication at
times when in person isn't possible
(caution don't fall into the E-mail vs
in- person trap). Computers with boiler plating ( ability to insert client name
and various information automatically) allows for stock letters and presentation templates which save lots of
writing time. We recommend aphone
line for each sales person's fax and
modem. The next best alternative is a
networked modem and fax- modem.
The sales process can be greatly
enhanced with many of the computerized tools available on the market.
Mapping software from people like MTech allows stations to show station
listeners within aclients trading range.
Companies like Tapscan and Strata

have become ever more sophisticated
with ad on tools to make the sales job
easier. Sales people should have the
ability to do presentations for the station or about Radio on amultimedia
laptop. Presentations can include audio,
video, and can make sure every sales
person is following an exact format and
getting the right message communicated. Some stations take it a 'step fur-

Want "High Tech"
Listeners?
Then you need Life Online Radios
The only nationally syndicated

RADIO MAGAZINE
about the internet

This light hearted, one- hour, pre- produced magazine
attracts " Net Surfers" and " Newbies" with entertaining
information about the Internet.

• FREE STATION WEB PAGE*
• FREE " Computer Magazines"*
• FREE Web Page Links!*
``i/our station can receive these special incentives if you sign to
take the show before February 14, 1997. CALL TODAY!

ceap

Contact DAVID FERDINAND
(888) LOLRADIO ( 556-7234) or
Talk America at ( 800) 846-5007
www.lifeonlineradio.com

ther and put their station presentation
on CD ROM and mail it to clients.
The joy of having alaptop is the
ability to sit in aclients office, dial up
the RAB's on-line service ( RadioLink)
and offer instant product category information, copy, audio examples of
great spots, and more. Access before
the presentation is even more important because it enables the sales person
to do their homework by cutting and
pasting client specific research elements
into the client proposal. Of course sales
people with Internet access can research the world wide web for boatloads of available research for free.
They can find everything from industry specific trade magazines to demographics and statistics of a client's
trading zone.
SHRRED TECHNOLOGY
OPPORTUNITY :
PROGRPNIMING RND SRLES
Your sales and programming departments work hand in hand in areas
which effect the air sound and the ability to sell. Here are some ideas where
technology can generate income in
these areas.
Your PD will be happy because no
longer do remotes have to sound like
acell phone or worse. ISDN lines used
in conjunction with the right equipment can provide broadcast quality
sound. Of course, they require special
lines to be placed in the remote location at some expense and advance no46 I
I>
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ind what you're
looking for!

A.

QualiTAP 2000
You know it's out there. Somewhere. The qualitative story for your station that will get you into this client's buy. But you've
got to find it quickly, and be able to present it with style and clarity. Meet QualiTAP 2000, the Windows-based system that
delivers the full value of just about any qualitative survey you can buy, including Media Audit,
Scarborough, Simmons, MRI, and many more.
QualiTAP 2000 offers huge advantages over other systems, including the best presentation
quality in the industry. And it's from TAPSCAN, the world leader in media software.

•Boardroom- quality Reports - prepare complete, desktop-published
presentations with aclick of the mouse. Customize them with your logo,
if you like. They're clear, concise, powerful and persuasive.

•Fully integrates with TAPSCAN 2000 - our
industry- standard ratings system, including its advanced
scheduling capabilities and connection to your traffic system.

Q.mrrAr

00.fflels
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•Preview your entire presentation on- screen
with QualiTAP 2000's instant Print Preview feature.
QualiTAP 2000 is the newest component of TAPSCAN 2000,
Radio's most powerful sales and marketing system. It's
Windows-based, and now in use by thousands of media
professionals.

Call 1-800-TAPSCAN for the full story.
OualiTAP and TAPSCAN are trade marks of TAPSCAN

Inc

TAPSCAN is a register,:

ark of TAPSCAN. Inc

Windows is a trade mark of Microsoft. Inc.

TAPSCAN, Inc. • 3000 Riverchase Gallería • Eighth Floor • Birmingham, AL 35244 • ( 205) 987-7456

remotes make for more remotes sold.
Interactive phone systems are abig
money maker for Radio stations. Having special listener information lines
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tice. An investment in ISDN is great
for " permanent" remote locations which
are returned to frequently.
New on the horizon is POTS technology which gives high quality audio
on remotes using an ordinary phone
line. It's not ISDN quality, but it's close,
offering ahuge improvement over previous alternatives, and requires no planning and no special lines. Higher quality

which offer listeners the ability to call
for information on any category ( horoscopes, movie times, weather, auto repair tips, etc.) is agreat way to sell
every imaginable client and eliminate
alot of the clutter caused by specialized programming which previously
ran on the air. Sales departments are
experiencing great financial success
selling interactive services and special
listener lines. These systems can be

leased or purchased.
Database marketing is another
booming area for sales and programming. The technology allows for keeping aprofile of your listeners who have
your "listener card." Promotions which
invite listeners into client locations to
"swipe" their card for prizes or discounts are attractive to the programming and sales departments. The
technology is affordable, gives your advertisers aread of who was in the store
and their profile, and it gives the station the ability to do advance mailings
to the trading zone prior to the in store
event. This smart marketing technology is a boom to traditional selling.
MPIKING MONEY ON THE
PROGRPMMING SIDE
Today, if you've made the move
into digital audio control and produc-

Forgot We Still Have To Do
Community Service!
With all the buzz and activity with buying and selling, stations must not forget
their need to address community issues with programming.
This program helps you meet those needs:

TIMES SEASONS

T

imes and Seasons is back for 1997. with five updated programs revoiced for the new
year. Times and Seasons deals with important moral and social issues facing society

today. The free 30-minute series easily allows your station to address significant corn

munity issues for your Quarterly Issues/Programs List required by the FCC.

• Parenting
• Self- Esteem
• Family Communication
• Family Traditions
• Marriage Partnership
THE CHURCH OF

JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

For more in formation or to request the free series,
call 1-800-453-3860, ext. 4397. fax 1-801-240-5449, or write to:
Public Affairs Department
15 East South Temple Street
Sali Iake Cih. UT 84150
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tion systems, you record, edit, store and
playback audio on acomputer. If you're
still resisting this technology it's probably costing you money. These systems
may require some up front expense and
alearning curve but ultimately the savings are staggering. Stations immediately save by not buying audio tape,
carts, reels, etc. ( You'll still need some
for sending dubs to those living in the
past). But the big savings is in time. Production time is cut in half, as is dubbing
time. You can also send and receive
spots digitally. Uploading aspot via
modem is alot more efficient than making dubs and sending acourier across
town or aFed- X across the country.
Digital studio systems allow for
some creative applications which are
just starting to be fully understood.
Since all the music is stored digitally
you no longer have to re- cart music
after afew hundred plays. The biggest
opportunity is in voice tracking and automating. Many music stations are having their talent come in an hour before
their show, cut their voice tracks for
the entire program, and spend the time
they would have been "on the air" being
productive in other areas like programming, production or promotion.
Some stations are now hiring local talent and paying for an hour aday of
voice tracking, therefore saving the full
time salary. Others are hiring national
sounding voice tracking artists to do

RADIO INK — MARCH 31, 1997

afull four hour shift, sending theii show
via ISDN or modem.
Many groups are sharing their tal.
eta from market to market using voice
tracking systems, or using satellite uplinks for their own group feeds. Of
course others take it astep further
offering their great talent on syndication. Some do it in small local regions,
others nationally.
RENTING OUT YOUR
PRODUCTION ROOM
This idea is as old as the hills —
and as fraught with danger. Between
scheduling problems, billing problems
and deadline problems, doing outside
production work with atypical Radio
production facility is alot of work with
little return. But what if the production
room is specifically designed and built
to work that way? If alarge operator
purchases five or more stations in a
market, the production department can
be operated like abusiness. Special
dubbing rooms can be built to do basic
production, editing rooms can do more
complicated production, and larger
rooms can do custom work and jingles
for large clients, station promos and
yes, even outside clients ... even other
Radio stations in your chain or out of
your market. You better believe there's
amarket for this. Many ex- Radio production directors are making afortune
doing it on their own.
Others look at the production facility as a24- hour operation. In multiple station operations not wanting to
build multiple studios they have opted
to keep the production room operating 24 hours aday. Why pay for all
that expensive equipment to sit idle in
the evenings?
With technology comes some
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amazing software. Some research companies are offering do-it-yourself software that allows your people to make
the calls and interpret the results. Others offer hook research which is automated, and self administered auditorium
testing software or auto telemarketing software to make the calls electronically for research or for sales.
For the business department electronic links to Dun & Broadstreet and
other credit services can be acredit
time saver. The Internet offers in depth
information on any client you can
imagine. It also offers access to city
records of new businesses licenses
which can be agood source for leads.
TOWER SITE RENTPL
Broadcast towers are vertical real

It's not whether you win or lose, but
•

.•

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .......
.................

48 le>

NPR Satellite Services,

where
you beam
7the

estate ... with location, location, location. These days everything is wireless, or soon will be. With proper
engineering design, abroadcast tower
can serve many purposes and generate lots of additional revenue. Radio
stations can manage their own towers
or contract the tower management services out to local or nationwide tower
management firms. There is awhole
industry already in place to support
this. Radio towers can generate income
from paging companies, cellular operators, low power TV stations, other
Radio stations, and awhole host of twoway and data services. When properly designed, master antenna systems
for auxiliary and common carrier services can have almost unlimited num-

game.

Call
(202) 414-2626
Today!
ABA4
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TIME
bers of users. Many Radio station studio buildings are located in tall buildings or on hills. These locations were
chosen because they have good line of
sight for Radio communications. Buildings make especially good locations for
communication sites because tower riggers may not be required for installation and maintenance. Don't overlook
the possibility of master FM antenna
systems at your primary FM sites. The
income from even one extra broadcaster on your tower or building can
impact your bottom line in a very
healthy \' ay.
SUB CPRRIERS
RBDS ( Radio Broadcast Data System) is technology that uses alow injection subcarrier to provide awhole
host of applications including billboard
displays, traffic updates and identification of stations on consumer Radios.
This system is already common in Eu -

AND

IS

MONEY

TECHNOLOGY

SHOULD

SAVE

COUNTLESS
HOURS

rope. In the United States, various
schemes are available to take advantage of the digital display on the listener's Radio.
Smaller markets, especially in rural
mountainous terrain can benefit from
paging systems running on the RBDS
data stream. These systems work best
in areac without traditional pager pen-

etration. You can sell pagers using systems from CRL and others and make
money providing the system, using
your FM station to broadcast the pages
silently on your SCA.
Modern equipment has all but
eliminated the reasons to not sell your
50
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"Jo board is easier to wire or
›ervice. All parts and subassemblies, including switches,
faders and circuit boards, are
,ocketed or connectorized. Repair
involves simply removing the bad
part or circuit board, and
«big in anew one.

This is agreat opportunity to own aRadio Systems RS-12 or RS-18 console.
Today, while some console companies are just finally offering scaled-down
versions of their boards for around $10,000 - Radio Systems' most popular
console, the RS- 12 channel, is on sale for half that amount!
Plus, our boards are priced fully equipped, with no need to buy expensive
options or modules to make them work.
Contact Radio Systems or your dealer today, and while supplies last, *buy a
fully equipped RS-12 channel console for just $4995.00 (normal pro-list $6795.00),
or aRS-18 channel console for just $6995.00 (normal pro-list $9895.00).
601 H ERON D RIVE

48

Rama sYSTEMS INC.

P.O. Box 458

BRIDGEPORT, N .J.

If you do have special interface
needs, Radio Systems
manufactures afull line of
inexpensive remote control, mixminus, input extender, and audio
distribution cards.

Copy stands, special color fader
knobs and titles scribed on switch
caps are all factory provided so
your board can be customized to
your application and look.

08014-0458 ( 609)467-8000

To subscribe call 1-800-610.5771

FAx(609)467-3044
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Do Something About it NOW!
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none week, this video course will have your
newly hired salespeople selling professionally
and making sales daily. Your "pros" productivity will soar. The course permanently allows for
space repetition learning for dramatic results.
Cut down your turnover.
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Pam Lomos is atop broademt
sales trainer. Former rice president ofShamrock. she raised
sales 500% in one year afier
adecline in the ratings.

74,9.4 /w
et,
616,527-11019

How valuable do you think it is for your staff to learn:
•How to get to the top decision maker • What benefit selling really is
•How to use questioning to get • How to eliminate objections before
prospects to buy
they start
•How to use trial closes
THINK ABOUT IT! This is what you wanted them to know before you hired
them. If your billing isn't where you want it, order this course now!

"SALES & MOTIVATION, INC.
P.O. Box 617553 • Orlando, FL 32861

(407) 299-6128

Fax ( 407) 299-2166
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FM SCA ( subsidiary communications
authorization). Paging companies,
background music companies, stock
market display companies, differential
GPS data companies, as well as many
other programmers would love to use
your SCA as alow cost method of
broadcasting their signal. If you play
your cards right, you can get asubstantial fee, as well as getting some free
equipment or even transmission site upgrades out of the deal. There is no less
expensive way for these companies to
distribute their data, and you can benefit with aproperly negotiated deal.
THE INTERNET
No one seems to be making money
on the Internet other than the ISPs ( Internet Service Providers) and those selling equipment like Real Audio Servers,
or rebroadcast services like AudioNet.
But sooner or later someone will come
up with something that sells. With the

PROPDESIGNED,

tylASTEFI
SYSTEMS
AND

FOR

SERVICES

CARRIER
CAN

ALMOST

advent of secure on-line banking, it's
now possible to conduct worldwide
business on the Web. Most Radio
stations' effort has been focused on sell-

our ts"R4ceetfa

yjJARTS.

end Traffic System

It's a tough market out there. ... consolidation's tough to manage, ... tough to control.
Let DARTS traffic and billing system be your weapon" of choice.

DATACOUNT

P.O. Box 3078 • Opelika, AL 36803-3078 • Phone ( 334) 749-5641 • FAX (334)749-5666
e-mail: sales@datacount.com • Internet: httplivem.datacount.com
See you at NAB97, Booth 1527
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COMMON

If you're a General Manager who's fighting
consolidation with the wrong tr
tem,
the owners pQuld blam
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ing or at least providing programming
to streaming audio networks. But you
have awhole company designed to produce and disseminate advertising. A
presence on the Web is as natural for
Radio as owning aRadio station was
for thc local newspaper 50 years ago.
The sky is the limit. It may be as simple as selling station merchandise or as
complex as selling advertising, or who
knows what?
ENGINEERING IDERS
Here are acouple of ideas that require an investment, but can pay off
nicely in the long run. First, away to
build abackup site for your stations
that can generate additional income.
Build an FM site at alocation that works
for all or most of the local FM stations.
Put up an antenna system that can work
for all the stations - abroad band antenna system. Install atransmitter, or
more than one, that can be tuned to
any frequency by remote control. Sell
time on the system when other stations
have failures, need maintenance or
make major changes in their facilities.
Be sure to reserve priority use if there
is only one transmitter.
Do the same thing with an RPLI
receive site. Do stations have trouble
getting signals out of the downtown
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area? You can build areceive site and
sell it when stations want to do remotes. You can also lease your RPLI antenna system to others.
If you have agenerator at alarge
transmitter site, many times you can sell
power back to the power company or
get discounts on power bills by running
the generator during peak load periods.
WHP11 PIBOUT
THE OLD EQUIPMENT
Most stations have lots of old
equipment lying around. Some broken, but much of it just outdated. The
old equipment was built so well that
the users couldn't break it ... no matter how hard they tried. So now what?

Well one obvious way to deal with old
equipment is to donate it to alocal
school or to anon-profit broadcaster. Take the tax break and reclaim the
storage space. Some equipment is so
old, only amuseum or collector would
be interested. You'd be surprised how
much you can get for an old microphone these days - especially if it
workG Collectors love old on- air
lights, clocks, test equipment, speakers and records. Any old tube equipment would be cherished by certain
audiophiles. Transmitters and towers
always have ahome in aham shack.
Your ability to make or save
money with technology depends on
your willingness to explore the pos-

sibilities. Many technologies require
asubstantial investment which may
never be recoupable, while others will
see immediate benefit. Time saving is
abig issue today, especially in stations
wrought with pressure and time
crunches. One man-hour per employee per day saved can mean asubstantial savings. If you look around
the building and tap your most valuable resource ( your people) for ideas,
you'll find abevy of money making
and saving ideas. Ci
Chip Morgan is president of CMBE,
Inc., in Sacramento, CA. He may be
reached at 916-933-9330 or by E-mail at
cm@compuserve.com.

To show you how easy it is to
make money with sports,
we're offering the video,
"Marketing Sports," taped at
RAB ' 97 and available exclusively from Prime Sports.
You'll learn firsthand from the
pros the many opportunities
the sports format offers. It's
just another example of
affiliate support we provide.
Call 800-832-9618 today for
your FREE copy and to learn
what Prime Sports can do for
your station!
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To subscnbe call 1-800-610-5771

CLASSIFIEDS

1-800-610-5771

rest. Must have working knowledge of Digilink
system. Send application and tape to Chris

send cover letter and resume" to Joan Gerberding, EVP, Nassau Broadcasting Partners,

• HELP WANTED SALES
LOVE RADIO BUT TIRED OF THE EFFECTS OF
CONSOLIDAPON?
d vendor is
seeking a professional, experienced radio SM

PO Box 2069, Ocean, NJ

07712

City, AZ 86403.

6577. EOE.

and able to hit realistic goals every month.

GENERAL SALES MANAGLR:
WLAM AM- FM
Portland, Lewiston- Auburn, Maine. Adult Standards Nostalgia format. Self-starter who will

Requires relocation to warm climate near
ocean. Excellent next step for an LSM, NSM,
GSM who wants to stay around radio without
being in radio. Resume to Blind Box: 701.

ous
Sales Managers
have
moved
into
ownership within this company. EEO/Minorities
and Females encouraged. Write or fax: Ron

to be director of sales. Must be driven, excited

Rolando, 2068 McCulloch Blvd. Lake Havasu

Fax: 908-922-

NEED NEW CALL LETTERS ?
LIST OF ALL AVAILABLE CALLS

hire and motivate own staff. Six of our previ-

PLUS ANY 2- LETTER COMBO
CENTER FOR
RADIO INFORMATION

Frizzell, President WLAM-AM-FM 1335 Washington
Ave.
Portland,
ME
04103.
Fax:

• HELP WANTED SALES MANAGEMENT
SALES MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY:

207 -784-5581.

(80 0)359 -98 98

• SITUATION WANTED

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

AM/FM

in scenic small college town needs strong creative organizer to lead, train and carry a list.
Solid radio sales resume required. Contact
Bob at KDEC/DC 100.5, Decorah, Iowa. 319382-4251 mornings. EOE.
NATIONAL SALES MANAGER: Excellent opportunity for energetic, motivated, team player
who can work with our national rep, while
building relationships with agency media buyers and district decision makers. Must have
national sales experience, solid ability to present the substance along with the sizzle.
Order takers need NOT apply. Arbitron, Maximizer, and computer literate. Must have ability
to rep multiple stations in NJ and PA. Fax or

GOTABOOKINYA? Huh? Got a book in ya?
Always wanted to be an author? Streamline
Press specializes in books for the broadcast
industry and is seeking new, original manuscripts. If you've got a book, or have one in
mind, we want to hear from you. Contact Eric
Rhoads at 561-655-8778 or E-mail at: ericrhoads@aol.com.

Call

561-655-8778 or

fax to 561-655-6134.

All ads must be prepaid.
Checks, Mastercard', Visa'
and American Express' cards accepted.
BLIND BOX NUMBERS:
When responding to ablind box,
mail your reply to the box number

• HELP WANTED ANNOUNCERS

cío RADIO INK, 224 Datura Street •
Suite 701 • West Palm Beach, FL 33401

Announcers needed (2) for satellite stations in
Southwest. Long hours, remotes, news, all the

or fax responses to 561 -655 -6134.

SATISFIED
SUBSCRIBERS
IN 37 COUNTRIES
Radio Ink focuses on actionable
ideas any station can use immediately.
Ideas you can take to the bank, to the streets, to
the bottom line.Join radio broadcasters in 37
countries and thousands in the U.S. who read
Radio Ink every other week for proven information
that will make you money!

RADIO INK IS
ENJOYED WORLDWIDE:
A USTRALIA

G REECE

PERU

BELGIUM

HONG KONG

PHILIPPINES

BELIZE
BRAZIL
CANADA
COLUMBIA

RADIO
INK

C ROATIA

Radio's Premier Management
& Marketing Magazine

TO SUBSCRIBE CALL 1 - 800-610-5771 OR 561-655-8778

T
o subscribe call 1-800-610-5771

DENMARK
ENGLAND
FINLAND

I
CELAND
I
NDONESIA
I
RELAND
I
TALY
JAMAICA
JAPAN
M EXICO
NETHERLANDS
N EW ZEALAND

RUSSIA
SCOTLAND
SINGAPORE
SOUTH A FRICA
SPAIN
SWEDEN
TAIWAN
TURKEY

FRANCE

NORWAY

UGANDA

G ERMANY

PARAG UA Y

U NITED STATES
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YELLOW INK'
FINANCIAL/BROKERS

MARKETING AND PROMOTION

Gary Stevens & Co.
203-966-6465
America's leading independent radio broker.
Fax 203-966-6522

CAPS — SHIRTS —

MBC Teleproductions

1-80o-232-3024

"Dancing Jukebox" 3D animation perfect for
your next promotion. Customized with your
album covers, logu, musk a announcer. Gall for
your free VHS tape.

BANDANNAS — TOWELS

Media Services Group, mt..
904-28 5-3239
Brokerage, Valuations, Financial Services, Asset
Management and
Reed.

PRODUCTION

Inexpensive Prizes That Work! English,
Ethnic, Rock, EZ, Classical. Free help with

Due Diligence. George R.

the art. We ship direct to your prize winners. Promotion Factory, Monroe NC
800-277-0031. Gorgeous screen printing
and embroidering.

Satterfield & Perry, Inc.
303 -23o -667o
Media Brokers, Consultants and FDIC Approved
Appraisers — nationwide. Fax: 303-231-9562.

COLLECTION CONSULTANTS
Szabo Associates, Inc.

404-266-2464

Media Collection Professionals. Local, National
and International Receivables. No other offers
you so many value-added services.

FINANCING

ANTENNAS
COPYWRITING

EQUIPMENT FINANCING
Fast approval
All types of equipment
Easy to qualify
Long term leases — fixed rates

The "Copy Cat"
901- 754-5565
FAX-inating, Award- winning! When " no one else
can do." FAST! ALL BUDGETS! GUARANTEED!
sally@netten.net

A/330 1
o oth — .7 !
at 1
3 .rd A6
HO gra•

us

leas e

viled
i

0

Maximize Your
Revenues with Superior
Shively Coverage.

FIRST UNITED FUNDING
Boo -964 -3525

‘ociurtio
,
,)ss,
umanwild
COPYWRITING/PRODUCTION

•FM & UHF Antennas

SERVICES

•Filters & Combiners

Skywatch Weather Center

•30 Years Experience

Soo- 759-9282

•Full-Service Provider

Rain or shine, here's acustom- formatted, personalized and localized weather forecasting system
your audience will stay tuned for every day.

MARKETING AND PROMOTION
RESERVE YOUR MARKET TODAY
The 1997 Goalline Guide
Your Listener's guide to NFL, NCAA and local
football
For More Information Call 719 -634 -1593
GOWDY SPORTS GUIDES
E- Mail: sportsguyOcodenetmet

MUSIC LIBRARIES

HIT MUSIC
LIBRARIES
1229 hits from 54-69 - $ 599
54b hits from the ' 70s - $ 599
1012 hits from 1980-1995 - $ 599
819 Kickin' Country Hits - $ 599
For free track listings, go to Web site.

•Multi-Station Solutions

Shively Labs, because ...
... it pays to be heard!
P.O.Box
Tel.: ( 207)
NEW
-?In

Enjoy the site and get plenty of FREE copy

389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273
web site: www.shively.com
EmployeeOwned Company -

and streaming audio NOW at

www.urbanwild.com
then call for great radio rates:
phone: 207-583-9911

VOICES
!vier Market,

For Your t.,ommercials ,

Overn ig ht!
The

Radio IriterNetNork
from Radio Foteo

ir Fax us your scripts today
--have your spots tomorrow

No costly overnight
services or 151)N.
Build new business.
ie Make your local spots
sound gre t!

I
le

800-64 1
6T8416
lle 145

http://radiu-iiidll.corn or call
GHOSTWRITERS AT ( 612) 559-6524

The BEST copy and production-- fast.
SEE IT. HEAR IT. AFFORD IT. BELIEVE IT.

For A FREE DEMO'

visit ws on t e we • www.ra_ lo otato.com

Call Denise Bloom nat

561-655-8778 to

place your ad

or for

fax: 207-583-2328

AD INDEX
American Consulting Services/TOMA
Aphex
BIA
Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Programming

6, 28
31
42
26
34
Cr3Si
33
Computalk
-44
Computer CrfnçeDts Corporation
5
patacount
50
Dave Gifford International
10
Enco Systems, Inc
3
Eventide
24
13
Harris Broadcast
Jones Satellite Network
18, to, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25
KD Kangpy
37
1.0S Church.
46
Lontos Sales tà Motivation
49
Media Venture Partners.
Metro Traffic
43
NPR Satellite Services
47
Pacific Research aEngineering
55
2
Pa ?
son Research
Pi anha Productions
38
Prime SDOrtS Radio
Prophet Systems
9
Radio Computing Services.
56
Radio Shows Limited
39
Rdi Sysfems
48
Rep Temps
35
4.sults Marketing of Orlando
7.3pgan
45

Box Ad Rates.

BLAST FROM THE PAST

The Vinyl Frontier
The year is

2220

and Archeologist Bob Hiller holds a press conference after uncovering a " Radio Station" from the 20th

century. Let's listen in ... " Years ago people used to take these things and spin them around and around with a needle
and sound would come out of a machine called a ' pho-no-graph.' " The crowd oohs and aahs.

54

To subscribe call 1-800-610-5771
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111
Others like to brag about tlrir client list. We let Duncan's do it for us.
Nine out of the ten highest billing radio stations listed in Duncan's rely on PME.
Why?

laybe its our durability.Virtuallyall of our original BMX consoles are still in

service today. Or maybe it's our reliability. 'After all, downtime and make- goods cost money.
Then again, it could be our decades of industry experience. Whatever the reason, our clients
are happy. Better yet, they're successful. Just look at the list.
To receive abrochure on the full line of 1)1-18.E products and services, contact us at
619-438-391 1, e-mail salesepre.com or visit www.pre.com.

-1

-3

--11C

Air Consoles PR&E on-air consoles are the file choice (" many
of the nation's top brocukast
perçonalities.

Production Consoles ',/ inilar
lajmas hanky,/ »trait-lion and
on-air hoar&
opennorç (Mlle

Cabinetry We offer a range of
studio fitrniture including custom.
modular and ready to-assemble

seamlessly on both.

designs.

•

II

8

E N

VISIT US IN BOOTH # 2618 AT NAB ' 97

E

IN

Turnkey Integrated Systems Our
turnkey solutums corer _pair entire
project —from tleàign ihmugh
installation.

MASTER
co NTROL
The world's finest on-air system.
Sf e
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LS:or

• ‘\10\le\\
•
MIMI\
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IBM

Ses

Bale Beady

Satete Putorneon
-
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ffl11111111M

Sound Software

(914)72 3 -8567

www.rcsworks.com

o'

